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REMINDER: 
THE BEST MEETINGS 
HAPPEN OUTSIDE  
THE BOARDROOM

Alberta is full of extraordinary moments just 
waiting to happen. It is dynamic, culturally 
diverse, an economic powerhouse, and 
– thanks to Mother Nature – an outdoor 
enthusiast’s dream destination.
Planning an intimate gathering? A large-scale convention? 
Seeking a one-of-a-kind destination for an incentive trip? 
Expect to achieve maximum impact for your budget 
in Alberta. Our robust economy has generated the 
development of new and upgraded meeting space and 
accommodation options that are globally competitive. This 
adds up to fresh corporate cachet and planning that’s 
easier than ever before.

Best of all, with two newly-renovated international 
airports, Alberta is convenient for all travel connections, 
so your guests are never far away from having the kind of 
adventure that leaves lasting impressions.

Alberta – The Right Choice

BROWSERS  AREN’T 
THE ONLY THING THAT 
NEED REFRESHING

REMINDER: 
 
 

Alberta – The Right Choice
Alberta is full of extraordinary moments just 
waiting to happen. It is dynamic, culturally 
diverse, an economic powerhouse, and 
– thanks to Mother Nature – an outdoor 
enthusiast’s dream destination.

Planning an intimate gathering? A large-scale 
convention? Seeking a one-of-a-kind destination for 
an incentive trip? Expect to achieve maximum impact 
for your budget in Alberta. Our robust economy has 
generated the development of new and upgraded 
meeting space and accommodation options that are 
globally competitive. This adds up to fresh corporate 
cachet and planning that’s easier than ever before.

Best of all, with two newly-renovated international 
airports, Alberta is convenient for all travel connections, 
so your guests are never far away from having the kind 
of adventure that leaves lasting impressions.

Jennifer Holly
Business Development Director, Canada
t:  613-797-1396  
e: Jennifer.Holly@TravelAlberta.com
Calgary  •  Edmonton  •  Canadian Rockies

+52° 27' 58.36" N -115° 2' 49.13" W travelalberta.com/meetings
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DEALING WITH DISASTER
Lessons from this summer’s floods in  
Calgary and Toronto 
BY ALLAN LYNCH

2013 HALL OF FAME
A celebration of this year’s inductees into 
M+IT’s Hall of Fame
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONNA SANTOS
TEXT BY LORI SMITH

INCENTIVEWORKS WRAP-UP!
Photos, tweets, new elements and fun  
surprises: Experience this year’s edition  
of IncentiveWorks all over again—or for  
the first time!
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONNA SANTOS  
TEXT BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

ST. THOMAS, USVI
An island treasure for small groups
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

HALIFAX
Making meetings sociable
BY LORI SMITH
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29

About the Cover
Though still under construction, Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada 
opened its doors to us to shoot this issue’s Hall of Fame inductee 
cover and individual photographs. In between shots, the Hall of 
Famers got acquainted, laughed, joked and caught up. They also 
enjoyed an exclusive tour of the venue, making them some of 
the country’s first planners and suppliers to see Toronto’s newest 
event destination. 

The Aquarium, which is now accepting bookings for 2014, is 
located alongside Rogers Centre and the CN Tower in Toronto’s 
Entertainment District. Featuring nine galleries (The Kelp Forest 
is the cover background) and 15,000 animals (sharks, rays, eels, 
gigantic lobsters (!), and much more), it provides a one-of-a-
kind event experience for corporate clients, galas, celebrations, 
fundraisers, holiday parties, and meetings. It also offers a variety  
of unique experiences (behind the scene tours, custom dive shows) 
sure to add “wow” to any event.

To make planning easy, the Aquarium has compiled a list of 
carefully-selected catering and supply partners offering a variety of 
services such menu customization, event layout and décor design. 

For more information or to book an event in 2014, contact  
a representative of the Aquarium’s events team at  
events@ripleysaquariumofcanada.com.
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ASK AN EXPERT
Get into teaching; add virtual elements  
to conferences
AS TOLD TO CHRISTINE OTSUKA

PERSPECTIVES
Should we end room drops and giveaways?
AS TOLD TO CHRISTINE OTSUKA

CONVENTION FILE
The challenges and opportunities facing 
convention centres
AS TOLD TO M+IT

POWER POINTS
Five tips for masterful networking
BY MARK WARDELL

BRANDING MATTERS
Learning about branding from The Beach Boys
BY PATRICK MCGOVERN

TWENTY SOMETHING
Gen-Y’s eager approach to making things 
happen
BY SHANNAN SCOTT

GOOD FOR YOU
Exercise and e-mail are not mutually exclusive
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

STRATEGIC PATHWAY
Why and how to develop an event  
marketing strategy
BY NICOLA KASTNER, CMP, CMM

CUISCENE
Reimagining and reconfiguring holiday foods
BY DON DOULOFF
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InternationalCentre.com
6900 Airport Road, Mississauga, Ontario  
905.677.6131 / tf 1.800.567.1199

3 450+ EvEnts a yEar
3 $4.5 M rEnEwal Plan
3  500,000+ ft2 EvEnt  vEnuE
3 5,000 frEE ParkIng sPaCEsFollow us!

THERE ARE EVENTS. AND THEN THERE ARE EVENTS FEATURING 
MENUS CREATED BY ONE OF CANADA’S CELEBRATED CHEFS. 
Our Executive Chef, Tawfik Shehata is dedicated in the pursuit of 
exquisite food sensations. A graduate of Cordon Bleu, he apprenticed 
at Scaramouche and cooked his way through some of the finest 
kitchens in Canada the likes of Winston’s, Rosewater, Boba, Vertical, 
Taboo and Truffles. At The International Centre, Tawfik and his staff 
are focused on “thrilling our guests with mouthwatering food 
experiences prepared using fresh, local, healthy ingredients,” 
he says. Whether you’re having a meeting for 20 or a conference 
for 2,000, Tawfik and team look forward to seriously refreshing 
your notion of event cuisine.

International Centre p9.indd   9 13-10-11   4:08 PM
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what's new on

Listen in on the conversation or better 
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the 
latest breaking industry news and updates 

 @MeetingsCanada

View and share event photos, ask for advice  
from other planners and suppliers or react 
to industry headlines on our Facebook page 

 (facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

MPI Foundation shared its first comprehensive research 
study on meeting design at a special session held  
during IncentiveWorks 2013. Tools created as a result  
of the study include how-to guides, worksheets and 
case studies.

RESTAURANT

NEWS

CONVENTION CENTRE

“[Students] have living 
expenses just like you and 
me. Pay them a stipend,  
pay them a minimum hourly 
wage, pay them a bonus, 
I don’t care what you pay 
them, [but] pay them.”

BLOG

From Sandy Biback’s blog
“Internships: The Good 
the Bad and the Ugly”

DESTINATION + bit.ly/NizucCancun  

NIZUC RESORT & SPA
 + bit.ly/MeetingDesign 

PEI CONVENTION CENTRE OPENS

MEETING DESIGN RESEARCH RELEASED 
AT INCENTIVEWORKS

 + bit.ly/PEICCDelta 

 + bit.ly/CiboWine 

“Hotels that choose 
to include this 
service [WiFi] in 
their hotel room 
costs will distinguish 
themselves from 
others and this will 
start to show [in their 
business], especially 
if there is another 
economic crash like… 
2008-2009.”

Listen in on the conversation or better 
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the 
latest breaking industry news and updates 

 @MeetingsCanada

View and share event photos, ask for advice  
from other planners and suppliers or react 
to industry headlines on our Facebook page 

 (facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

CHRISTINE GRUBER IN RESPONSE 
TO LES SELBY’S BLOG POST 
“PLANNERS SHOULD DEMAND 
FREE WIFI FROM HOTELS”

+ bit.ly/HotelWiFi

CIBO’S TRATTORIA CHIC

 + bit.ly/PayInterns 
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A member of Langham Hospitality Group

It’s now called the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto—but it’s the same hotel 
you’ve always loved! With one difference—we have completed a 
multi-million dollar function space renovation. From our attentive staff, to 
a range of accommodations including complimentary in-room Wi-Fi, 
to Exert �tness centre and pool on Deck 27—Toronto’s Meeting Place is 
where you’ll �nd the perfect balance for your event.

eatonchelsea.com / 1-800-CHELSEA (243-5732)

Opening Offer: All-inclusive meeting package from $100 per person 
including complimentary upgrade to hot lunch!

               knows 
vibrant meetings!

YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND 
IN TORONTO

For offer terms and conditions visit eatonchelsea.com
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“New Zealand – For the beauty, adventure 
and a dear friend who lives there,  

this would be my very first choice.”

VOLUME 42, NUMBER 5 
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2013

EDITORIAL

CIRCULATION + PRODUCTION + ONLINE

INCENTIVEWORKS

BIG MAGAZINES LP

ART

SALES

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS 2013 EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

We asked everyone this month: 
WHERE WOULD YOU GO 

IF YOU RECEIVED A $10,000 
WINDFALL THAT HAD TO  

BE SPENT ON TRAVEL?

Meetings + Incentive Travel (M+IT) magazine receives unsolicited features and materials (including letters to the editor) from time to time. M+IT, its affiliates and assignees may use, reproduce, publish, re-publish, distribute, store and archive 
such submissions in whole or in part in any form or medium whatsoever, without compensation of any sort. MAIL PREFERENCES: Occasionally we make our subscriber list available to reputable companies whose products or services may be of 
interest to you. If you do not wish your contact information to be made available, please contact us via one of the following methods: Phone: 1-800-668-2374, Fax: 416-442-2191, E-Mail: privacyofficer@businessinformationgroup.ca,  
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: Canada $77.50 per year, Outside Canada $108.00 US per year, Single Copy Canada $13.00, Buyers Guide $60.95. Meetings + Incentive Travel is published 6 times per year except for occasional combined, expanded or 
premium issues, which count as two subscription issues. Meetings + Incentive Travel is indexed in the Canadian Business Index and is available online in the Canadian Business & Current Affairs Database. Contents Copyright BIG Magazines LP, 
a division of Glacier BIG Holdings Company Ltd. Canada Post — Canadian publications Mail Sales Product Agreement 40069240 ISSN No. 0225-8285 (Print) ISSN No. 1929-6428 (Online). 80 Valleybrook Drive, North York, ON M3B 2S9. We 
acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Periodical Fund of the Department of Canadian Heritage.
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“ I would go to India on a yoga/
meditation retreat with my mom.”

“India – I am fascinated by its 
mysteries and I imagine it is  
like nowhere else on earth.”

“Morocco. It’s my daydream destination.”

“Nambia for an earthwatch.org 
volunteer vacation.”

“Japan. It’s been a dream of 
mine since I was young boy!”

“Galapagos Islands.”

“Disney!  My kids are the  
perfect age for it.”

“Brazil for World Cup 2014!”
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contributors

“A quiet country house in south-
ern France with a great food mar-
ket nearby to take my wife and a 
supply of music I haven’t listened 
to and books as yet unread.”

Contact Geoff at:  
secretariat@aipc.org

“The Magdalen Islands, an 
archipelago in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, where my Acadian 
grandmother grew up.”

Contact Patrick at: 
pjmcgovern@bladebranding.com

GEOFF DONAGHY
Staying Competitive

PATRICK MCGOVERN
Communicating Brand Values

22 25

“Iceland, to watch the Northern 
Lights with my two sisters,  
backpack for a month and  
marvel at the surreal landscape.”

Contact Donna at: 
donna@donnasantos.com

DONNA SANTOS
Photographer, Hall of Fame 2013/
IncentiveWorks 2013 

41

“On an African Safari to hang 
out with the Big 5 of course!”

Contact Shannan at: 
sscott@meridican.com

SHANNAN SCOTT
Act Now, Think Later

28
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PLATINUM IS
THE NEW GOLD.
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Recently I watched a TED Talk given by 
Mike Rowe, host of Dirty Jobs. In it he ex-
plained that one of the surprises of doing 
the television show was discovering that 
there was a gap between his perceptions 
of most jobs and their realities. He said that 
until he tried doing a job himself and en-
gaged with people who did it for a living, 
he didn’t really get it. I know how he feels. 

Meetings + Incentive Travel hosts Incen-
tiveWorks, Canada’s leading tradeshow and 
conference for the industry. This summer’s 
edition was my first time at the show. It was 
also the first time I had any behind-the-
scenes involvement in an event of any mag-
nitude. Admittedly, my contributions were 
limited as we have a team responsible for 
the show’s organization and execution. But, 
I did get my hands dirty helping with some 
of the hundreds of tasks that needed to be 
done before, during and after the show. As 
a result,  I got a glimpse into the reality of 
being an event professional.

More importantly, at IncentiveWorks 
I ran two Think Tanks—one for hosted 
buyers and the other for senior planners. 
In them, planners talked about the chal-
lenges, opportunities, frustrations and 
rewards of their work. I asked questions, 
listened and learned. Reflecting on the ses-
sions now, I can honestly say that some of 
the discussions were bellwethers. 

For example, in the Hosted Buyers’ 
Think Tank there was a lively debate on 
technology. Not surprisingly, many called 
for better and less expensive, if not free, 
connectivity in venues. More suprising, was 
the discussion of whether Internet connec-
tion should be blocked in meeting rooms 

LORI SMITH,
EDITOR
LSMITH@MEETINGSCANADA.COM

M+IT EDITORIAL MANDATE Meetings industry and travel publications are often offered free FAM trips, accommodations and gifts. 
M+IT magazine only accepts those that will be featured in the magazine or online through editorial content. Destinations are chosen 
through reader surveys and market research.

Sign up for our newsletters,  
delivered right to your inbox.

Weekly The top five must-read stories 
of the week, plus industry blogs and 
important dates.

Monthly In case you missed it, we 
recap the most-read industry news  
of the month.

meetingscanada.com/newsletters

IN THE THINK TANKS

COMING NEXT ISSUE

STAY IN THE KNOW

and venues. “Are attendees getting the 
most out of a speaker if they are check-
ing their e-mail?” someone asked. “Would 
people accustomed to constant access 
start skipping sessions if they didn’t get 
it?” wondered someone else.

Accreditation was another topic that 
sparked discussion. In the Senior Plan-
ners’ Think Tank, I asked if the introduc-
tion of one, widely-accepted accreditation 
was needed for planners to be viewed as 
professionals. While, there was general 
agreement with the idea, it was seen as 
something that would have to be phased 
in. Creating one accrediation would be an 
endeavour involving a lot of stakeholders 
(associations, schools, etc). What should 
the first step be? And, who should take it? 

Clearly these are issues that matter to 
the industry and we’re already working on 
articles exploring them further. Think Tanks 
are meant to provide solutions and direc-
tion. But they’re only as good as their par-
ticipants. The event pros who took part in 
ours were great. Thank you!

Contributor Don Douloff reveals 2014’s 
top 10 f&b trends; associate editor 
Christine Otsuka explores focus and 
distractions; and I report on what’s 
happening in Detroit.

AS I SEE IT

Editorial.indd   15 13-10-11   4:12 PM
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BRAIN
STRAIN

Here’s the October/November edition of Brain Strain, fea-
turing two fun yet challenging word puzzles meant to give 
your grey matter an aerobic workout and get you thinking 
creatively and strategically. After each issue of M+IT mails, 
we’ll post the solutions on MeetingsCanada.com/puzzles. 
So grab a pencil and put on your thinking cap.

These four words can be completed using the 
same three-letter sequence.  Can you find it? 

05

event spotlight

CAEM – Canadian Association of Exposition  
Management, CanSPEP – Canadian Society of  
Professional Event Planners, ISES – International 
Special Events Society, MPI – Meetings Professionals
 International, PCMA – Professional Convention 
Management Association

ADDITIONAL INDUSTRY EVENTS: 

NOVEMBER
 + 5  ISES Toronto Gala,  
Grand Luxe, Toronto 

 + 5  CEM Course: Events Operations 
(CAEM), Allstream Centre, Toronto 

 + 7  MPI Toronto Signature Series 
Luncheon, Toronto 

 + 8  CanSPEP Day and Supplier Showcase,  
Sheraton Parkway Toronto North Hotel 
& Suites, Richmond Hill

 + 13  MPI Atlantic: Roundtable  
Discussion on Social Media,  
Crown Plaza Fredericton, Fredericton

 + 21  Curling Tournament MPI Montreal 
& Quebec, Gilles Chabot Center, 
Boucherville

DECEMBER
 + 5  MPI Toronto Holiday Fundraising 
Gala, Toronto 

 + 12  MPI Ottawa Festive Luncheon, 
Hilton Garden Inn Ottawa Airport

 + 17  Site Canada Holiday Social 2013, 
Venue TBA

FOR MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS, VISIT 
MEETINGSCANADA.COM

november
  Canadian Innovation Confer-

ence The PCMA Canada East Chapter is 
hosting its first annual Canadian regional 
education conference at the Niagara Falls 
Scotiabank Convention Centre and the 
Marriott Gateway Hotel. The conference is 
expected to attract some 400 meeting and 
event professionals as well as suppliers of 
meeting products and services. pcma.org/
connect-and-grow/chapters/canada-east

Site Canada Education Day
Doug Keeley, founder and global 

CEO of The Mark of a Leader, and Stuart 
Ellis-Myers, a.k.a. Twitchy, president of 
Twitch, Inc. are the keynote speakers at this 
year’s full-day conference. Session topics 

Keep on top of professional develop-
ment and networking opportunities 
in the business events community.

include: how the economy has changed 
the way hotels do business; the value 
and strategy around delivering incentive 
programs; OMG social media stats; and 
information on the global direction of SITE. 
The program once again combines solid 
educational content with an opportun-
ity to exchange ideas, ask questions, and 
network. Space is limited; register early. 
sitecanada.org

EIBTM: The Global  
Meetings & Events Expo

EIBTM is the leading global event for the 
meetings, incentive, events and business 
travel industries. This year’s edition, which 
is being held in Barcelona, Spain, will 
offer attendees the opportunity to meet 
with more than 3,100 global destinations, 
venues, hotels, products and services. Its 
hosted buyer programme attracts senior-
level buyers, placing international business 
with suppliers from across the globe. 
eibtm.com

Brain Strain.indd   16 13-10-11   4:12 PM
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wrap-ups

MPI WORLD EDUCATION 
CONGRESS (WEC) 
The theme of this year’s World Education Congress was trans-
formation. It’s clear Meeting Professionals International is shaking 
things up and MPI’s new president and CEO Paul Van Deventer is 
leading the charge. 

The 2013 congress, held July 20-23 at the Mandalay Bay Con-
vention Center in Las Vegas, was different than I remembered it. 
The keynote presenters at the general sessions were sandwiched 
between colourful bookends such as a rocker-host who had the 
whole room drumming on tables (with actual drumsticks!), theat-
rical performances by stage actors in full costume, and powerful 
(and tear-jerking) messages about the power and challenges of 
diversity delivered by MGM employees. 

Education sessions were broken down by what attendees could 
expect from each learning experience—interactive, lecture, peer-
to-peer, inside industry and outside industry. Attendees could 
choose from campfire sessions, traditional breakouts/workshops 
and the ever-popular Flashpoint where would-be keynote speak-
ers are given 15 minutes to deliver powerful messages. 

One of the Flashpoint speakers, Lain Hensley, reappeared later 
in the conference with his company Odyssey Teams Inc. to de-
liver one of my favourite conference experiences to date. In his 
Helping Hands: Connecting Heads, Hands and Hearts CSR event, 
attendees were asked to form groups of three to assemble a pros-
thetic hand—a difficult task that required teamwork, but became 
profoundly more difficult when participants were asked to cover 
one of their hands with a drink koozie. By the event’s end, we 
had decorated a bag to house the hand and written a note to its 
recipient—a moving experience and one that actually required all 
three team members to get the job done!

It was a proud moment for Canadian meeting professionals 
when the Canadian MPI chapters were presented the RISE Award 
for Community Achievement in Knowledge and Ideas. All eight 
chapters were acknowledged for National Meetings Industry 

Day—a Canada-wide initiative that’s been celebrated for 16 years.
This year’s congress attracted more than 2,500 attendees as 

well as 162 suppliers and 240 planners for the WEC 2013 Hosted 
Buyer Program. Next year’s WEC will move from the end of July to 
early August, over our Canadian long weekend. The 2014 congress 
is slated for August 2-5 in Minneapolis. —CHRISTINE OTSUKA

CSAE TRILLIUM  
SUMMER SUMMIT
The 8th annual summer 
summit was the perfect 
place to be this past July! 
Two hundred and fifty  
delegates traded in the 
heat wave and office set-
ting for the idyllic setting 
of Nottawasaga Resort in 
Alliston, Ont. The last time 
we all met for the Win-
ter Summit the weather 
was quite the opposite—
snowed in, in Niagara Falls 
in February. Either way, one 
thing remains consistent with both summits—one and half days of 
action-packed learning, networking and fun!

Here are three things that really stood out for me at this confer-
ence, aside from the quality education (21 hours of professional 
development!):

Fantastic networking receptions that really captured the On-
tario resort and cottage country vibe. Wednesday evening the 
resort hosted a welcome bonfire, s’mores and all.  Thursday even-
ing we were treated to a Garden Party on the terrace overlooking 
the Nottawasaga River. The food was amazing (see menu pictured 
above). After that we headed down the meticulously manicured 
garden path to the courtyard where Starwood Hotels hosted a 
fabulous party with a live band, and lots of delicious snacks.

Guaranteed connections! Each business member received a 
stack of Monopoly money with their logo on it and the executive 
members were tasked with collecting the money.  In order to collect 
their money they had to ask the business member a question about 
their business. On the last day of the summit they could then use 
the money they earned to bid on the live auction items. Brilliant!

Companion rate. This allows spouses/significant others to at-
tend the Thursday evening reception for a small fee. What a nice 
option to offer members!                 

I’m sure I can speak for everyone by saying that we all walked 
away with a handful of great ideas, inspiration and motivation!

The CSAE Trillium Winter Summit will be held January 30-31, 2014 
in London, Ont. You won’t want to miss it. —CORI-ANN CANUEL
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Q. I’ve been a planner for a long time and I’m interested 
in getting into teaching event planning courses. What 
advice would you give to someone looking to make 

the transition?

A.Great question.  Since I like answering questions with 
questions, the first questions you should be asking your-
self are:

▲ Why do I want to teach?
▲ Am I willing to impart all my knowledge?
▲ Am I unafraid to say I don’t know something?
▲ Do I believe there are any ‘stupid’ questions?
▲ Do I want to do this full-time or part-time?
▲ What am I qualified to teach?
If your answers still move you forward, then I suggest the best 

way to start is to search programs that are in colleges and univer-
sities in your area.  They can be found as far a field as in hospitality, 
tourism, culture, public relations, marketing and administration.

Then I would read the summaries and if 
one or two schools appeal to you, contact the 
course co-ordinator to see if you can come 
in for an informational interview.  No need to 
bring a resume at this point.  Schools are often 
looking for those who have experience in the 
business to fill part-time teaching positions.  
Often it isn’t about your resume (that comes 
later) but about your passion to impart know-
ledge and your passion for your profession.

Offer to be a guest speaker for a course, 
based on a niche you have, be it site selection, 

registration, décor, etc.
It is not always easy.  I was fortunate, I was asked to be a guest 

speaker many years ago and the rest as they say is history. 
What’s it like once you are ‘in”?  Not always what you think.  

You have to deal with:
▲ Being paid only for the hours in the classroom—not the 

many hours grading papers, talking to students, writing tests, de-
signing subject matter, etc.

Getting into teaching; Adding virtual elements to events

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
ON ISSUES OF INTEREST

▲ Understanding that your industry credentials (CMP, CMM, 
CSEP, etc.) have no bearing on your hourly rate.  It is based on 
your college/university degrees and years of experience and if you 
have a course load that warrants union status

▲ Students that are there because they have to be, not be-
cause they want to be

▲ Attending some school meetings that you are not paid for 
(depending on the school)

So, while I’ve painted a bleak picture, I will tell you, that in my 15 
or so years of teaching, I’ve not regretted any of it.  I have taught 
at Geoge Brown College, University of Nevada in Las Vegas and 
now at Centennial College in a post-graduate program, Festivals, 
Events, Conference Management and in an undergraduate pro-
gram, Festival Management. I love sharing with my students and 
most importantly, I love seeing them be successful in the profes-
sion I have an enormous passion for.  And trust me, they know a 
lot more than you do because they are coming into the profession 
in different times than you did.

My teaching has allowed me to grow as well and I’ve been able 
to work on special projects, write curriculum and much more—I 
have learned too.

I’d be delighted to talk with anyone that is interested in pursu-
ing teaching (I call it facilitating their knowledge). You can reach 
me at 416-694-7121, Biback@imaginationmeetings.com 

Q.I’m thinking of adding a virtual element to my confer-
ence for those who are unable to make the event in 
person. What are my options and how much should 

I budget?

A.There are quite a few options really and they all are go-
ing to be driven by your real business objectives. Why do 
you want to offer an online option for people who can’t 

attend in person? The answer to this question is going to help 
drive a lot of decisions about what you do. For example, it may be 
a membership organization and you are looking for more value to 
be able to offer members. As a member benefit versus a revenue 
generation objective, you might want to offer a small sample of a 

M+IT EXPERT 
SANDY BIBACK, 
CMP, CMM 
Imagination+Meeting 
Planners Inc.

ASK AN
EXPERT
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YOUR TRUSTED M+IT 
ONLINE RESOURCE 
JUST GOT BETTER!

We’ve completely redesigned 
our website, so it’s easier and 

faster for you to use! 

interviews with attendees touting the benefits they have experi-
enced…as well as the fun.  

Monetization is another frequent business objective and will re-
quire its own plan and related costs factors. For example, you may 
need to capture a large number of sessions or even all of them in 
order to have enough value for a paid option. Or, you may have to 
stream a larger portion of the program live adding more cost but 
also adding more value.      

These are just a few examples of business drivers and the impact 
they have on your hybrid event. From a very general budget stand-
point plan on about $4,000 per room per day to capture content 
and about $6,000 per room per day to stream live using a turnkey 
solution provider. Keep in mind that Internet costs and local labor 
rates and rules can significantly impact these estimates. 

few of the key programs and do it in one day 
for a few hours and lower budget. This plan 
would have you streaming some live content 
from one room for a day or more. Remember, 
your cost per day for streaming should go 
down the more days you do it as certain costs 
are front-loaded like Internet (usually a price 
for an event versus a daily rate), the stream-
ing crew’s set up and the virtual environment 
set up (usually charged to day one), electrical 
(usually priced per event).  

Let’s say your objective is to try and generate additional in-per-
son attendance at your future events, this is going to change your 
content strategy which may also impact your costs. You’ll want 
to highlight the education but also the many other benefits of at-
tending the event in-person. Social and networking opportunities 
are two that will need some special production attention in order 
to capture the excitement and perhaps include ‘man on the street’ 

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION? E-mail cotsuka@meetingscanada.com 
and M+IT will call upon an expert to answer it in an upcoming issue.

M+IT EXPERT 
MICHAEL DOYLE, 
The Virtual Edge 
Institute

ASK AN
EXPERT
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The Final
Verdict

PATTY KETTLES
Manager, Marketing 
and Communication,
Automotive Industries 
Association of Canada 

If the giveaways 
and room drops 
were stopped it 

would definitely result in financial and 
environmental savings for suppliers by 
saving them the cost of the giveaway and 
their time as well as shipping costs.  

More often than not, the attendee who 
receives this giveaway may never look at it 
again and it just ends up being tossed or 
given away. 

Suppliers will need to be more creative 
in their marketing strategies to enhance 
their trade show traffic such as with food 
or wine tasting from their region or some 
type of local entertainment to create a 
more lasting impression. 

Ensuring each attendee a meaning-
ful, personal experience at conferences 
or trade shows whereby your customers 
want to spend time with you and learn 
more about your company will help de-
velop strong relationships and loyalty to a 
brand much more than any type of freebie 
or giveaway.

JAUNNA LESSARD
Marketing Support, 
Promotions and  
Event Specialist,  
Empire Life

If there is a reason 
why you’re cut-
ting back on room 

drops and gifts then I think it should be 
clearly communicated, as there is a level 
of expectation with your guests. If guests 
are accustomed to receiving gifts, and that 
gets taken away, you could be deemed as 
being cheap.

For our last conference we discontinued 
room drops, but we did so in order to re-
funnel those funds to a charity we were 
supporting in that community.

Giving back to the local community is 
an initiative that speaks to our corporate 
philosophy. 

When our guests received the news 
that the funds we would normally spend 
on room drops were being used to support 
a charity they were appreciative of our 
generosity.

BOBBI HOFFMAN, 
CMM, CMP
Meeting Planner,
The Bayley Group

I feel that in order 
to stop providing 
giveaways and/or 
room drops, it’s key 

to know your audience and get creative. 
The younger attendee, who is attending 

a team-building event, may want to get 
something fun, along with paper and pen 
to take notes. However, the older IT at-
tendee at an educational meeting would 
be happy to use their iPad and not receive 
anything extra.

Interestingly, we do five events a year 
for one client and though they are the 
same audience, they have different expect-
ations for each meeting. Three meetings 
are strictly educational, and the attendees 
do not expect to receive anything. At the 
annual conference, the expectation would 
be to do room drops and to provide give-
aways. Lastly, at the golf tournament, it’s 
all about the “stuff.” 

In order to stop providing giveaways 
and room drops, you must have alterna-
tives, so the sponsors will continue to sup-
port the event and still receive an ROI.

You may need to transition gradually 
with some events, but if delegates and 
sponsors are informed and offered alterna-
tives, the outcome will be accepted by all.

association corporate independent

SHOULD WE PUT AN END TO  
ROOM DROPS AND GIVEAWAYS?

In an effort to be green and cut waste, some in the industry have suggested event organizers mandate  
suppliers not be allowed to give away pens and branded gifts at trade shows, and room drops during  
conferences. If the giveaways and room drops stopped, what would the repercussions be?

AS TOLD TO CHRISTINE OTSUKA

HAVE AN OPINION? 
E-mail cotsuka@meetingscanada.com

These planners agree that eliminating tchotchkes, 
giveaways and room drops from their events is pos-
sible, so long as there is proper communication with 
attendees. Is axing these freebies warranted? Or 
necessary? That’s for you to find out. Take a quick 
survey of your attendees and determine if these 
gifts are valued or if they get left behind once the 
conference has come to a close. If you’re not keen to 

cut (or if your audience would be sorely 
disappointed if you did) perhaps an opt-
out option or a “for-charity” donation box 
would do the trick. There are answers. We 
just need to start asking the question.
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THE MOST REWARDING CHOICE
When it comes to booking events, Hilton Worldwide has more than 7,800 meeting rooms and over  
9 million square feet of meeting space. We’re also recognized as one of the world’s most trusted leaders 
in the delivery of meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions. In Canada, we have more than 80 
hotels across 6 brands, allowing us to offer a solution to meet almost any requirement, and with Hilton 
HHonors™ Event Bonus, it’s easier than ever for event planners to earn points they can redeem for exciting,  
authentic and extraordinary travel experiences. Contact our team  
today and let Hilton Worldwide make your next booking more beneficial.  

Hilton Worldwide Sales – Canada – +1-800-671-9981

STAY AHEAD
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WHAT WERE THE MAIN ISSUES THAT EMERGED AT THE MOST 
RECENT AIPC CONFERENCE IN CAPE TOWN?
Geoff Donaghy: The single biggest issue, as measured in a very 
comprehensive member performance and confidence survey we 
carry out each year in advance of the conference, remains the 
growing competition amongst convention centres today and how 
centres can best deal with this. A close second—and related—issue 
is the ongoing uncertainty associated with a slow and uneven eco-
nomic recovery in many parts of the world and the impact this is 
having on both event business and the kind of investment needed 
to ensure centres remain competitive.

DO YOU THINK STANDARDS AND ACCREDITATION ARE  
IMPORTANT FOR CENTRES TODAY? WHAT BENEFITS DOES  
ACCREDITATION PROVIDE?

GD: Yes, we do, for the simple reason that it gives owners, clients 
and the centre itself the confidence that a particular facility is ad-
dressing all the key areas of facility management. This is not a mat-
ter of creating uniformity—diversity is a big and important part of 
the centre experience—but rather that policies and procedures are 
in place to address all the key areas that make up the experience.

DOES TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CONTINUE TO BE A FACTOR?
GD: It does, in three areas: first, the use of on-site technologies 
to facilitate more efficient operations such as registration, dis-
tribution of support materials and event updates; secondly, the 
ability to enhance sessions through devices that enable greater 
audience participation and more sophisticated presentations; and 
thirdly, delegate interactive elements like social media and locat-
ing devices for participants. The latter is very interesting because, 
properly used, it can extend the life of the meeting considerably 
pre- and post-event as well as enable participants to interact more 
effectively with like-minded delegates and create special-interest 
groups that can plan in advance, follow up long after the event 
and even create sub-components at the event itself. 

DO YOU SEE A TREND TOWARDS LIVE-CONFERENCES AS A  
SUBSTITUTE TO THE PARTICIPATION AT THE CONGRESS?
GD: The greatest impact we have seen so far is the expansion of 
an event’s “reach” via what are referred to as “hybrid events” or a 
combination of a live, on-site component with elements that are 
also accessible online from other locations. So far, these have been 
seen as largely positive because they expand the total audience 
and can even generate future live event attendance because what 
remote participants see encourages them to want to participate in 
person the next time.

ARE ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY CONCERNS STILL  
A BIG FACTOR FOR CENTRES AND THEIR CLIENTS?
GD: Sustainability is now a reality in the industry; not so much a 
topic of debate because it is taken for granted. Convention cen-
tres are far ahead in this regard because they have always had 
a number of different groups to satisfy; not just clients but also 
owners—often governments—and communities who also wanted 
to see greater attention to environmental standards. One of our 
recent surveys showed that extensive environmental policies and 
programs are now in place at well over 90 per cent of member 
centres worldwide, and this means it is easier for clients to access 
what they need for greening their meetings. 

WHAT OTHER ISSUES ARE OUT THERE THAT YOU SEE GAINING  
IN IMPORTANCE?
GD: With finances tight all around, I think the biggest pre-occupation 
everyone has today is how to make the financial equation work better 
for all concerned. Many organizers have less in the way of resources 
and need additional value as well as more on-site help. On the other 
hand, centres—particularly those owned by governments—are less 
able to absorb the additional costs and/or reduce rental and service 
rates. Everyone needs to work together on greater value and effi-
ciency as well as to be prepared to look at new ways to share risks 
and rewards if the industry is to be able to continue to deliver what 
the delegates want and the participating organizations need. 

CONVENTION 
FILE
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STAYING 
COMPETITIVE

Geoff Donaghy, CEO of International Convention Centre Sydney, Australia and director of Convention 
Centres, AEG Ogden, is the newly-elected president of the International Association of Congress Centres 
(AIPC).  He took over the AIPC reins from outgoing president Edgar Hirt, director of Congress Center 
Hamburg, at the 2013 AIPC Conference, held in Cape Town, South Africa this summer. In this Canadian 
exclusive interview, he shares his thoughts on the challenges and opportunities facing the industry today.
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To be a masterful networker, you don’t need to attend every event 
in town or schmooze with every person you meet. What you do 
need is a strategy.

Consider the following five steps for creating a successful net-
working strategy. The goal here is to connect in meaningful ways—
the kind that lead to success for both your business and theirs. 

1. KNOW YOUR TARGET BUSINESS. This may sound like an 
overly obvious point. Most people, though, don’t keep their target 
audience and goals in mind nearly as much as they should when 
networking. This is key. You need to be clear in your mind about 
who it is exactly who will buy from you and benefit from your servi-
ces. Clarity will allow you to detect when a good potential referral or 
referral source comes along (i.e. someone who has direct access to 
or influence with your target audience). Your strategy should start 
with a thorough team brainstorm. Put together a list of businesses, 
organizations and individuals in your community who have pull with 
your target audience. Even if you have no current relationship, don’t 
leave any influential contact off this initial list. 

2. IDENTIFY KEY INFLUENCERS YOU CAN HELP. The next step 
is to streamline your list of influencers and identify which business-
es (or individuals) YOU can bring the most value to. That’s right. 
Networking is not all about “getting.” In fact, it’s quite the opposite. 
Providing value is the best incentive you can offer these “influen-
cers” to develop a relationship with you. The end result is that you 
will be top of mind when their clients require your products, ser-
vices or expertise as a business leader. (Side note: The idea is to 
categorize the list by whom you know and who you can benefit. I 
recommend building upon this list with your team as you develop 
more relationships and potential inroads to the people you don’t 
know.) LinkedIn is a great tool for finding out who knows who. 

3. GO WHERE THE CHEMISTRY IS. Like any relationship, if it 
is to be successful there needs to be chemistry. So pursue rela-
tionships from your target list and focus on the ones you have a 
natural connection with, mutual trust and a shared target market. 
Be strategic about who on your team is able to develop the most 
solid relationship with any particular contact.

4. BE A CONNECTOR YOURSELF. As you move forward with 
approaching some of these potential contacts, introduce them to 
one another whenever it is mutually beneficial. For example, you 
might introduce a graphic designer to a programmer, a banker to 
an accountant, or a marketing expert to a business that requires 
their services. It’s a triple-win for everyone, especially for you if 
you’re seen as the “connector.”

5. NETWORK ONLINE AND OFF. Bring your networking ap-
proach everywhere you are—on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and 
Pinterest. Use hashtags and appropriate links on Twitter and Fa-
cebook to share and make introductions. Give “recommendations” 
and write “referrals” on LinkedIn. Taking a few moments to offer 
value to others is a simple step and it demonstrates that you’re 
both a thoughtful and motivated networker—the kind people tend 
to want to do business with.

Effective networking comes down to a good strategy, relationship 
building and providing value. I recommend you document your 
strategy, bring your team onboard, and get creative with the op-
portunities at your fingertips.  

—Mark is president & founder of Wardell Professional Development  

(www.wardell.biz), an advisory group that helps business owners plan and 

execute the growth of their companies.  mark@wardell.biz

MAKING 
MEANINGFUL 
CONNECTIONS BY MARK WARDELL

Five tips for 
masterful networking.
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BY PATRICK MCGOVERN 

The basics of branding don’t change. One of those basics is that 
a brand has to stand for something and not waver. Another is that 
successful brands are built on strong brand communities.

Although the phrase “brand community” was coined much 
later, the Beach Boys nailed the concept when they recorded Be 
True to Your School in the early ‘60s. It might as well have been 
called Be True to Your Brand. 

In the song’s opening lines, the singer defends his school 
against a “loud braggart” from another school. It’s a perfect ex-
ample of an internal community member communicating the 
brand’s values to a member of the external community.

When we’re talking about a corporate brand, of course, the 
members of the internal brand community are not students, they 
are the employees of the corporation, its channel partners, and all 
the people who promote the brand and its values to the outside 
world. This is a very important group for any brand. When the 
internal community deeply understands the brand values and ex-
presses them forcefully, that can be a huge strength for the brand.

Beyond the internal stakeholders and external stakeholders are 
the influencers, who hold their own value sets. When the Beach 
Boys sing that their school is “number 1 in the State,” that implies 
a rating by some external influencer that is assumed to be a cred-
ible authority. 

Notice that he doesn’t say number 1 for what. Does his school 
have the best football team? The highest academic standards? 
The largest student body? Fact is that detail doesn’t matter very 
much. There are many reasons a school can be number 1, and 
there are many reasons a brand can be number 1. The point is that 

your brand stands for something—it represents a set of values. 
And everything you do should reinforce that it’s number 1 in exem-
plifying that value set. 

In the Dynamic Brand model, a constant motion is created by 
the fact that the internal values drive the external values, which 
drive the influencer values, and so on. What keeps it all going is 
that the brand consistently delivers on those values. That’s known 
as brand integrity, or brand authenticity.

As event planners, this is where you come in. Business meetings 
and events affect every aspect of this model, especially in the way 
that they reinforce the internal stakeholder values. In today’s world, 
your brand can’t be static, going nowhere. It has to be growing and 
adapting. Events and face-to-face meetings are essential in this 
process, because they create opportunities for interaction.

The interaction, in turn, keeps the brand fresh by allowing the 
various members of the brand community to share their percep-
tions, and re-engage with the brand in new ways.

In another verse of Be True to Your School, the singer says, “I’ve 
got my letterman jacket… I’m proud to wear it now.” The school 
letter is given to recognize those who demonstrate a deeper than 
average involvement—in other words, a strong connection to the 
brand. The lesson the Beach Boys teach us in this song is that you 
should wear that connection proudly. If you start by knowing what 
your brand stands for, you can help make it #1. 

—Patrick McGovern is principal, chief strategy officer at Blade Creative Branding, 

a full service agency with a focus on inventing and reinventing brands.  

pjmcgovern@bladebranding.com

BRANDING MATTERS

COMMUNICATING 
BRAND VALUES

What I learned about branding from  
The Beach Boys.

“What’s the matter buddy, ain’t you heard  
of my school? It’s #1 in the State!”
— Be True to Your School, The Beach Boys
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Club Med Business offers the same all-inclusive, worry-
free and exciting travel experience you’ve probably already 
enjoyed with one of our vacation packages. Our professional 
meeting experts will do everything to make sure your event  
goes off perfectly – in some of the best travel destinations in  
the world. 

Why should you book your next meeting or corporate getaway 
with us? Here are just a few reasons.

Q | What is Club Med Business? 
A | Club Med Business is the group division within Club Med that 
specializes in handling events for 20 adults or more. We’ll help 
you organizing seminars, sales meetings, incentive programs, 
corporate getaways, or anything you have planned.

Q | Why consider Club Med Business for meetings and incentive 
  programs? 
A | First of all: for our group expertise, for the multiple of 
destinations we can offer, and for Club Med’s all-inclusive offer, 
where we’ll take care of all the details for one price. Hassle free, 
no surprises.

Q | What makes Club Med Business unique?
A | Our G.Os, Club Med’s world-renowned team of professionals,  
are ready to bring an incomparable and international flair to  
your events. Our G.O team’s legendary hospitality and energy fit  
perfectly with Club Med’s all-inclusive concept. 

Q | What services and amenities can Club Med Business offer  
  my group?
A | We offer the convenience of an all-inclusive package; your 
choice of luxury accommodations; multiple gourmet dining  
options throughout the day; a dedicated groups coordinator 
onsite; state-of-the-art meeting facilities including Wifi, and more. 

Q | What type of lodging is available?
A | Club Med offers a large variety of lodging options for groups, 

large or small. Our Club rooms, deluxe accommodations and 
suites have been crafted into impressive spaces that reflect the 
best of modern design and the uniqueness of local style.

Q | Can I book a resort buy-out with Club Med Business? 
A | Absolutely! There is nothing quite like the freedom of having 
a few hundred acres all to yourselves. You set the schedule. You 
choose the menu. Your restaurants. Your resort. 

Q | What are 5 Trident Spaces?
A | At select Club Med Resorts, Suites and Luxury 5-Trident 
Spaces offer your group a level of sophistication and service that 
soars above and beyond. Our 5-Trident Spaces are designed to 
offer you a “boutique hotel” experience within the resort.

These unique spaces feature lavish accommodations fashioned 
by renowned designers and architects to create an experience 
second to none. Private infinity pool, lounges, concierge services 
are also features of these exclusive areas.

In select chalets and villas, personal butlers and private chefs 
add to the luxury for your group to enjoy. 

Q | What destinations can I choose from with Club Med Business?
A | Club Med Business offers some 30 resorts worldwide, found 
in the world’s most spectacular locations. Our destination facilities  
feature millions of dollars in recent improvements, and offer  
comfortable meeting spaces and audio/visual equipment, to allow 
you to create an equally captivating presentation.

Club Med Business can help you choose which resort your 
group would like to enjoy – then leave the rest up to us.

Q | Where can I find out more?
A | Visit us online at www.clubmedgroups.com to find out the 
full range of services, perks and destinations available to your 
group. In Canada, call your Club Med Groups representative:  
1 888 567-1777, extension 4, or email us at Montreal.groups@
clubmed.com for a quote. We look forward to welcoming you!
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ACT NOW, 
THINK LATER

Gen-Y’s eager (and often fruitful) 
approach. BY SHANNAN SCOTT

Traditionally, we’ve been taught to think things through before 
acting on them, or at least that’s how most people have done it 
all their lives. Common phrases like, “take risks” and “go with your 
gut” are over-said but underutilized in my opinion. I’ve noticed 
that Gen-Y’s have a predisposition to act now and think later. We 
challenge conventional ways of doing things. It’s like it’s written 
in our DNA.

Take finding a job for example. I was listening to a pod-
cast recently on how thought processes have changed over 
the years when it comes to starting your career and finding 
fulfilling work. The advice that’s often given across education 
systems is old-fashioned: the plan and implement model where 
you research various careers, create lists of your strengths and 
weaknesses, take personality tests, and then try to match your-
self to a particular profession. This method may very well get 
you a job, but it is unlikely to get you a fulfilling one and that is 
because you haven’t experienced the job in real life.

Today I see Gen Y’s flipping that standard model completely 
on its head and instead acting first and thinking afterwards. 
We’re gaining far more insight when it comes to finding an 
ideal career through participation in internships and experien-
tial opportunities. In my own experience, the opportunity to 
put my education into practice in my final year of university 
by producing an annual event for students and faculty was my 
breakthrough moment and the seal of approval I needed to 
pursue this line of work as a career. 

Breakthrough moments often occur when you are pushed out 
of your comfort zone. Why? Because it is in these situations where 
you are forced to act on your ideas instead of over-thinking them. 
Meeting professionals exercise this often, even if they don’t intend 
to. I reached out to a few industry colleagues to discover whether 
they had any “act now, think later” moments to share and I ended 
up with an influx of stories. One in particular is a perfect example 
of how choosing to act now and think later can benefit someone 
in so many ways. 

Previously having worked for a Destination Management Com-
pany, a colleague of mine received a call one day from a high-pro-
file client asking the team to plan and execute an elaborate gala 
for 2,500 VIPs, media and local celebrities…in four days! With no 
time to think, an A-team was put into place with confidence that 
the event could be pulled off with the right people on-board. The 
event definitely required industry best practices and some tricks 
up their sleeves but in the end it went off without a hitch. This “Act 
Now, Think Later” experience was described as a favourite “war/
success story” of my colleague’s career. 

Being faced with last-minute requests on-site, dealing with 
glitches in event flows, having to pull out plan B’s and C’s when 
something goes horribly wrong is something we’ve all had to deal 
with. Being quick on your feet is a skill we learn very quickly, and 
it’s a very valuable skill to have especially with shorter lead times 
and higher expectations from clients these days. I would say these 
moments of acting now and thinking later, although stressful in 
certain situations, are exhilarating. I’ve always found that Gen-Y 
consistently strives for exhilarating experiences since they tend to 
keep the excitement and passion in a job ignited. 

Take a minute and look at your organization. Do you currently 
work with any Gen-Y’s? If so, have you noticed that they are quick 
to act when it comes to generating new ideas, finding new ap-
proaches and challenging the competition? We may come off a 
little too eager at times, but I think this is a good thing—we can 
all certainly use more breakthrough moments in our businesses! 

Life and your career should always be about growth. Finding 
ways to challenge traditional thought processes by taking action 
outside of the norm is the biggest ROI you can generate for your-
self or your company. And it’s a giant step forward in standing out 
amongst the rest. 

—Shannan Scott is a 24-year-old buyer at Meridican Incentive Consultants. She is 

the recipient of the 2013 MPI Toronto Chapter New Member of the Year award.

TWENTYSOMETHING
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BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

There’s probably one in your office—an exercise ball. 
A few years back they were all the rage. Desk-chained 
employees, fearful of what a sedentary work life would 
do to their figures, traded in their computer chairs for 
giant rubber balls to strengthen their core, while work-
ing. I didn’t follow suit, mainly because the inner child 
in me couldn’t stop bouncing on the darn thing, and it 
prevented me from getting any real work done.

Then, one day, I opened up an e-mail from a PR firm 
about the latest corporate wellness product. Introdu-
cing… The Treadmill Desk! For a split second, I won-
dered if this was a bit of April Fool’s Day fun, but the 
calendar proved otherwise. Based on the popularity 
of corporate gyms (and how much I missed having a 
corporate gym at my disposal), it was clear to me that 
employees valued the opportunity to exercise while at 
the office, but the idea that you could work out while 
working hardly seemed plausible.  

In theory, it’s divine. Who wouldn’t want to squeeze 
in some exercise while working in the office? Planners 
have a reputation for being Olympic-level multitaskers, 

so adding this to the mix may not seem such a far 
stretch for some. But all I could envision is documents 
flying about, sweat-smudged ink and, frankly, not a lot 
of work getting done. 

So when I found out that a company well known to 
the meetings industry had purchased a treadmill and a 
stationary bike with affixed desks for their employees 
to use, you better believe I wanted to know more.

FORWARD THINKING
It wasn’t a shock that Toronto-based EventMobi had 
embraced this setup. The company’s president, Bob 
Vaez, leads a team of young and sociables in a pro-
gressive workspace that includes a ping-pong table, a 
nap area and a scooter for getting around the office. 
The space was envisioned based on the belief that dif-
ferent workspaces create more effective workers. 

“No one can work efficiently in the same seat for 
eight hours straight,” says Vaez, adding that a change 
in scenery and a bit of movement or stimulation is 
good for productivity. 

Exercise and e-mail are not 
mutually exclusive.

WORK(ING OUT)
fact

Going to the 

gym three 

times a week 

doesn’t offset 

the harm  

of being  

sedentary 

for hours at  

a time.

SOURCE:  
DR. JAMES LEVINE,  
THE MAYO CLINIC
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good for your group

Here’s how it works: Instead of replacing your desk chair with a 
treadmill or stationary bike indefinitely, EventMobi keeps two ma-
chines in the break room. The company’s 26 employees are free 
to use either piece of equipment throughout the day for as long 
as they please on a first come, first served basis. Stephanie Rob-
inson, client relations manager for EventMobi, says she uses either 
machine about two hours per week while watching a webinar, an-
swering e-mails or doing data entry. The treadmill maxes out at 4 
mph, which for most is a brisk walk, so as you might expect, taking 
calls, notes or reading isn’t ideal. 

But the stationary bike is more reader-friendly. In fact, Vaez was 
reading on a stationary bike in the gym when he came up with the 
idea to bring exercise equipment into the office.

“I get tons of e-mails and have to review lots of content from 
our staff. I used to do that at the gym in the morning and being on 
the stationary bike helped me focus and get so much done without 
other distractions lurking around. And I was seriously working out 
too! That’s when the idea hit and I wondered about buying one of 
these so I can do the same in the office and others can also use it. 
After a bit of online research I found out that there are compan-
ies actually building custom equipment for office use.… So it was 
totally a personal decision.”

BEYOND CALORIE BURN
Working out while working isn’t just a timesaving measure or a 
matter of burning off a calorie-rich lunch. There is actually some 
research to suggest that light exercise promotes cognitive function 
(ie. learning).

A recent study, published in May in PLOS One, found that rid-
ing a bicycle while hearing new words promoted greater recall 
of new information. Much greater than those who had sat quietly 
and memorized a list of words, and also greater than those who 
had exercised before learning. In fact, those who exercised before 

learning performed only slightly better than the participants who 
had not exercised at all. 

This study would suggest that the optimal environment for 
learning is while doing light exercise, as it aids in the creation of 
new memories. 

And that’s something SPINCon took to heart when the confer-
ence’s planners introduced “Walk With Me” sessions earlier this 
year. Sara Vanderbilt, vice-president of SPIN (Senior Planners In-
dustry Network) says that the conference organizers heard that 
movement increases retention, so in keeping with their experiment-
al style, they tried something new. 

The “Walk With Me” sessions were just that. Attendees walked 
and talked with their speaker/facilitator for 45 minutes to an hour 
throughout a venue or outdoors depending on the group. Naturally, 
the number of attendees didn’t go above 20 so the groups were 
manageable. And by Vanderbilt’s account, they were a huge suc-
cess. “The people who attended had nothing but good things to 
say. They thought it was a unique format and a great way to interact 
with each other and with the speaker during the session.”

So perhaps there’s really something to this working out whilst 
working, albeit not what I originally thought. Moving while learning 
is making its way into the meetings realm, and whether or not it 
stays put remains to be seen. 

As for the office, I’m afraid getting in a heart-thumping workout 
while simultaneously working may be a fate only personal trainers 
and Pilates instructors get to enjoy.

But Dr. James Levine, an endocrinologist at the Mayo Clinic and 
“father of the treadmill desk” suggests simply sitting less will make a 
positive impact. So the next time you’re on the phone, try standing; 
or if your colleague calls a meeting, make it a walk-and-talk event. 

It may not be a treadmill desk, but it’s a start. 

—Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel

Incorporating movement into your conference sessions may help 
improve retention for your attendees. At the very least, it’s more 
exciting than a standard setup. 
Here are some tips from Sara Vanderbilt, vice-president of SPIN:

▲ Clearly describe what the “walking sessions” are to your 
attendees so they can prepare and you can manage expectations. 
This can be done through e-mails and online.

▲ Avoid a rigid structure. Let them form organically. 
▲ Use crowdsourcing as a way to choose topics; put up a dry 

erase board at registration for suggestions.
▲ The best topics for these types of sessions are ones that can 

be collaborative in nature and not lecture based.
▲ The speaker is more of a facilitator, so instruct facilitators to 

come up with questions in case there’s a lull in the conversation.
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As an event professional beginning to take a more strategic view 
of the role of events, it’s important for you to move your focus 
from one-off event executions to developing overall event market-
ing strategies. 

As discussed in previous articles, I know event professionals 
are often reluctant to think of ourselves as marketers. But, the re-
ality is that if you organize events for customers and/or potential 
customers, you are creating marketing events and are therefore a 
marketer. Don’t be intimidated by the term. And, don’t focus on 
how marketing helps sales sell. Instead, focus on how it helps cus-
tomers buy and how events fit into the purchase cycle. 

While there is not a one-size-fits-all approach to developing 
an event marketing strategy, there are some general industry best 
practices that can be applied. These best practices, fall into three 
big “buckets,” each containing many different elements, strategies 
and tactics. 

BUILDING VALUE
BY NICOLA KASTNER, CMP, CMM

How to develop an event marketing strategy.

AT THE MACRO LEVEL THEY ARE: 

1. THE RIGHT PORTFOLIO: Ensuring you are running the correct 
types of events to achieve your business and marketing goals.
2. THE RIGHT EXPERIENCE: Ensuring you create an appropriate ex-
perience at each specific event to achieve the desired business goals.
3. THE RIGHT METRICS: Ensuring you put an effective measure-
ment process in place to evaluate each event effectively and sys-
tematically.

In this and my next two columns, I will address how as an event 
professional you can incorporate these three focus areas into your 
work. Doing so ensures you run events that are relevant, delivered 
at the right time, with the right content, to the right audience and 
for the right purpose; events that ultimately add business value to 
your organization. 

One caveat before I go any further. This isn’t easy. It takes time, 
effort, confidence and knowledge. There will be members of the 
greater events community who say that you shouldn’t be hav-
ing these conversations and should leave it to professionals who 
“know how to think strategically.” I disagree. Start small and be 
aware of the things you can do. Every step, every conversation is 
important and begins to expand your credibility and knowledge. 
Let’s get started.

THE RIGHT PORTFOLIO
Taking a holistic look at the entire event portfolio identifies the 
role events play in the larger organizational marketing plan and 
allows identification of gaps and overlaps in the type of events 
you are running.

It is critical that you have a solid understanding of the overall 
business and marketing priorities of your organization. Event pri-
orities, like all other marketing tactics, should be aligned to these. 
This ensures that you focus on the events and customer experi-
ences that best support the overall business goals. 

It is also very important to fully understand each of the differ-
ent audience types that attend your organization’s events. Since 
events can have a significant impact on purchase intent, under-
standing your target audiences becomes a fundamental base for 
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developing an event marketing strategy. What resonates with 
each audience can be very different. Look to understand their 
relationship with your brand; their role in the buying process; 
what motivates and engages them (whether current customers 
or prospects); and their level of responsibility in the organiza-
tion. And, don’t forget about ancillary audiences such as press, 
analysts and partners as they too play an important role within 
your events. This knowledge will help you to understand how 
to attract and engage those groups as you develop your event 
portfolio strategy.

Also, take the time to understand the marketing and sales fun-
nel of your organization. The traditional marketing funnel has five 
stages: awareness, consideration, preference, action and loyalty. 
However, the reality is each organization will take a slightly dif-
ferent view. Identify what stages there are in your organization’s 
customer’s life cycle and how events, along with other marketing 
tactics, fit into that. Research this topic. It is a critical metaphor in 
the marketing world and you’ll need to understand it.

To develop an effective event marketing strategy, you also 
need to look outside your own backyard and conduct an exter-
nal assessment. Prospective event attendees have many event 
choices competing for their attention. Understanding what your 
competitors are doing can be extremely useful when developing 
your own event strategy. I also recommend looking at other in-
dustries to understand current event marketing trends and what 
works most effectively. This knowledge helps you to develop a 
unique value proposition for your own events. 

Once you have a firm grasp on the above topics, the next step 
is to conduct a “current state assessment” of your event portfolio. 
Create a spreadsheet that collects information for each event in 
the following areas: 

▲ EVENT TYPE/FORMAT
▲ AUDIENCE SEGMENT
▲ EVENT OBJECTIVES
▲ TIMING/DATES
▲ LOCATION
▲ MARKETING FUNNEL STAGE
▲ ANY OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS FOR YOUR  
     INDUSTRY/ORGANIZATION

Compare this current slate to all the preliminary research you 
gathered. Does your current event portfolio align to what you dis-
covered? In my experience, it often doesn’t. It isn’t unusual for an 
organization to be heavily invested in one area, and completely 
miss another key area of the marketing cycle or to completely dis-
regard a specific audience segment. If the key marketing object-
ive is to generate new leads for an organization, and a significant 
amount of the portfolio is invested in loyalty events, something 
is amiss. If they align, keep up the great work! If they don’t align, 

don’t despair. It’s why you went through the exercise in the first 
place. This knowledge gives you power. It elevates the conversa-
tions, makes you more strategic and much more than an “events 
logistic person” in the eyes of key stakeholders. 

Once you’ve identified the strengths and opportunities within 
your portfolio and have the background knowledge outlined above, 
you are in a much better position to create a strategic event market-
ing plan. This begins with clearly defining event portfolio objectives 
that align to your organization’s business objectives. Think about 
the overarching marketing objectives and what you are trying to 
achieve. What are the core objectives for holding events?

Once your portfolio objectives have been established, the next 
step is to match the event types you run to them. Like all mar-
keting methods, different event types are suited to achieving dif-
ferent objectives. Some are best-suited to building awareness or 
extending reach, while others are better suited to strengthening 
preference, closing sales or building relationships. The right mix of 
marketing activities will have a greater impact on achieving busi-
ness objectives.

As discussed earlier, each organization’s sales and marketing 
funnel is different and therefore its objectives may also be very 
different. But, as a general rule, the following event types are most 
appropriate at different times.

Awareness Events: These events inform new or existing cus-
tomers about specific offerings in specific industry or target mar-
kets. Considered broad prospecting events, they include speaking 
opportunities; event specific marketing sponsorships; third-party 
events; trade shows; co-branded programs; analyst events; indus-
try association events; and roadshows.

Interest / Consideration Events: Primarily focused on col-
lecting new leads within new or existing accounts for the purposes 
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of developing deeper touches with prospects or customers, these 
events include proprietary and non-proprietary seminars and 
roadshows; trade shows; conferences; third-party events; and in-
dustry association events. They can be combined with awareness 
events in some circumstances. 

Preference / Nurturing & Acceleration Events: These events 
are used to actively develop and grow existing leads and account 
relationships in preparation for conversion. They include: semin-
ars and road shows (public or private); proprietary conferences; 
networking activities; sports marketing events; aligned account 
forums; solution & technical workshops; and executive seminars 
and workshops.

Action / Conversion Events: Used to close the sale of an ap-
propriate solution which meets the needs of a given prospect or 
customer, these events include seminars and road shows (public 
or private); proprietary conferences; networking activities; pri-
vate destination events; sports marketing events; aligned account 
forums; solution and technical workshops; executive seminars; VIP 
programs; user groups; and executive seminars and workshops. 

Loyalty Events: These events are used to maintain ongoing 
relationships with customers to provide future opportunities for 
up-sell, cross-sell, and repeat purchase. They include: customer 
events, hospitality programs, lifestyle events, major proprietary 
events, user groups and VIP programs. 

As you evaluate the event types most appropriate to suit your 
marketing need, ensure you keep in mind “share of voice” (how 
much your message/brand will compete with your competitors) 
and the current relationship you have within that target market. 

For example, a customer of mine was trying to target key C-level 
executives within the marketing and financial services industries. 
This was a completely new market for them and they had very lim-
ited relationships and contacts. They had wanted to hold a propri-
etary event in a desirable location that these key executives would 
have had to travel to at their own expense. Due to the lack of 
established relationships, we were able to identify that the risk of 
not attracting the desired audience was too high and the money 
would have been better spent sponsoring a third-party event run 
by an industry thought leader, who had established relationships 
and credentials with the target audience. It’s all about knowing 
the business or your organization, and where and what types of 
events are appropriate to support the business needs.

Remember the actions outlined above are by no means com-
prehensive. An event marketing consultant or agency would take 
a much more thorough approach. However, I do believe it will give 
you a baseline to start doing things differently and holding the 
right conversations with internal stakeholders. Good luck! I know 
you can do it. 

In the next article, I will address the second focus area: creating 
the right experience at each specific event to achieve the desired 
business goal. We will finish in early 2014 with a column on the 
final focus area (My favourite topic. Seriously. I’m a data nerd!), 
which is ensuring you put an effective measurement process in 
place to evaluate each event with the right metrics. 

—Nicola Kastner, CMP, CMM, is president and chief strategist of Convergence 

Event Marketing, based in King City, Ont.
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The world has a way of throwing wrenches into the 
best-laid plans and it’s not always possible to imagine 
what shape those wrenches will take or when they’ll 
be thrown. So when rains of biblical proportions pum-
meled Toronto, Calgary and surrounding communities 
in June and July, more than one planner had their or-
ganizational and improvisational skills tested. 

In June, Calgary was swamped with 154 millimetres 
of rain in two days. The flooded area impacted 55,000 
square kilometers, forced 100,000 people from 10,000 
homes and prompted the province to offer affected cit-
izens $1 billion in flood relief.

Toronto was hit with 90 millimetres of rain in 90 min-
utes, for a total of 126 millimetres that essentially crip-
pled the city. Roads became marinas. Three hundred 
thousand people in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) lost 
power and property damage passed $850 million. 

Naturally the floods played hell with the lives of resi-
dents and the plans of groups.

M+IT spoke with three planners in three stages of 
their programs when the rains fell. Leila Mustonen, 
executive director of Compass Conference Manage-
ment, was just starting her Toronto program for 250 
financial executives when the rains came. Anh Nguyen, 
principal at Spark Event Management in Calgary, was 
four days away from the start of a two-day program for 
200 oil and gas professionals. And Hazel Cook, man-
ager for member planning and communications for the 
CSA Group, was winding down a week-long program 
in Calgary when the word came that they were being 
evacuated from the Calgary Convention Centre. 

Cook was fortunate because her conference is stag-
gered, moving from plenary and conference mode with 

640 attendees at its peak to a little over 200 for the 
final day of small meetings.

She explains that as a safety organization, the CSA 
never goes into anything without knowing what they’re 
going to do. Each one of their meetings starts with air-
line-like instructions on evacuation routes or what to do 
in a medical or other emergency. “We start everything 
off like that, that’s SOP [standard operating procedure] 
for us,” she says. 

According to Cook, on the Friday of the conference 
an alarm started to ring inside the convention centre 
and security guards came around and told everyone that 
they had to leave—immediately. This meant leaving their 
equipment—computers, monitors, banners, displays and 
shipping crates—behind. Fortunately, they didn’t have a 
trade show to worry about. However, it was three weeks 
before they could reclaim their property.

In vacating the convention centre, Cook’s team did 
their own room check to ensure everyone was out of the 
building. At the event’s host hotel, the Calgary Marriott, 
there were constant public address system messages 
advising guests not to panic and to stay in their rooms. 
“All the electricity went out. They had cut it off because 
a transformer was about to go under water,” says Cook. 
“So the lifts weren’t working. Nothing was working.” 
But, the hotels messaging system was good and people 
knew that they had to use the stairs. This meant the 
Marriott’s bellboys were running up and down the stairs 
carrying luggage, as well as a wheelchair-bound guest. 

While Cook’s team had a list of conference delegates 
staying at the Marriott, they didn’t know what was hap-
pening with attendees at the event’s over-flow prop-
erty. Next, the team’s focus became finding alternative 

Lessons from this summer’s floods in Calgary and Toronto.
BY ALLAN LYNCH
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accommodation (with power) or flights out. They weren’t the only 
people with that focus so it was a scramble for rooms, flights and 
ground transportation. Getting a cab could take two hours and 
travel between destinations also took a long time because so many 
roads were flooded. 

While CSA staff members pride themselves on being prepared, 
Cook says being evacuated “was a shock. A lot of people were in 
tears because it was a little frightening. It was emotional.”

The experience is prompting the CSA to refine their emer-
gency procedures. Says Cook, “We’re going to make sure our 
meeting managers or anybody else in control, including our on-
site team, have a real briefing on emergency procedures. We 
never did that. We had all the pieces in place, but never sat down 
and went through them like a fire drill. Our on-site team will do 
that from now on and we will re-enact or know what to do in the 
case of an emergency.”

The CSA has two main meetings a year: a June meeting in Can-
ada and a September meeting in the United States. The Calgary 
experience now has them factoring in weather patterns, like the 
hurricane seasons in the United States. “Having gone through this 
we’re probably going to be more aware of the destinations we se-
lect,” she says. 

Interestingly, the Calgary event marked the first time the CSA 
had set up a Twitter account. “We also had a mobile app, so we 
could have put out warnings or messages,” says Cook. “But, it was 
the first year we used it and I’m not sure our delegates would have 
thought to go there. So, we could think about how to use that as 
one of our procedures if there is a mishap or hurricane.”

Nguyen at Spark Event Management was also caught by the 
flooding. “I was working on a two-day program at the Sheraton Eau 
Claire with a fairly large oil and gas company here in Calgary. The 
flood happened Thursday night and Friday morning. My program 
was supposed to start on Tuesday.” 

She found that being so close to the disaster made it difficult 
to appreciate the scale of what was starting to happen. “I live in 
the northeast, up on a hill. To me it just looked like an overcast day 
with a bit of rain,” she says. “You look out the window and every-
thing looks fine. It was hard to believe that the pictures they were 
showing on TV were only 10 minutes away. And they wouldn’t al-
low anyone to go downtown so I actually never saw the Stampede 
grounds or downtown when it was all flooded. By the time we were 
allowed back there into those areas, it was all relatively cleaned up. 
It was surreal.”

However, the flood did have a real impact on her event. She says 
that on Thursday night people didn’t realize the severity of what 
was happening. A lot of rain was falling but it didn’t cross her mind 
that it would affect her program. “Friday morning the hotel was 
still thinking they could host the event and proceed as normal. By 
Friday afternoon, I think most people realized this wasn’t something 
that was going to go away by Monday. But at that point, the hotel 
was still waiting to see what would happen, and still believed the 
program might be able to take place. Saturday morning the client 
decided to cancel. Shortly thereafter the hotel said they wouldn’t 
have been able to hold the event.” PH
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In two days, 154 millimetres of rain fell in Calgary causing 
the Bow and Elbow Rivers to rise and flood. One hundred 
thousand people were forced from their homes and 13.5 
per cent of the province’s work force lost work time. 
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This was a two-part, two-country event, scheduled for June in 
Canada and August in the United States. It was also Nguyen’s first 
time working for the client. The decision process included whether 
to simply change dates for Calgary or combine the two events into 
one event in the U.S. They decided to carry on with the event sched-
uled in the States and the other event rescheduled in Calgary. 

Only when the question of cancellation arose did Nguyen begin 
to think about the force majeure clauses in her contracts. Fortunat-
ely, all of the vendors involved were “extremely cooperative.” “Our 
deposits were all refunded. Vendors, performers—[they] were all 
fine with the cancellation. The décor company didn’t hold us to any-
thing. The audiovisual company didn’t hold us to anything. We’re 
talking three days before our event so everything is booked and 
secured and they’ve ordered in-
ventory, but no one held us to 
our deposits which was nice.”

The client was able to go 
ahead with its August U.S. event 
and rescheduled the June event 
for later in the year. But because 
of limited availability, Nguyen 
had to book a different hotel for 
the rescheduled event. 

In addition to the impact 
of the floods on the client and 
vendors, Nguyen reports there 
was also an impact on Spark’s 
cash flow. “As a business owner, 
my pricing for events are mile-
stone based. Usually they’re 
fixed fees based on the accom-
plishment of specific milestones 
throughout the project, so once 
I deliver specific elements, I get 
paid. I often just spread my payments out fairly equally throughout 
the project with the event being a big milestone,” she explains.

“Even though I had done 99 per cent of the work and all I need-
ed to do was execute the event, I only got paid about half of my 
fee because of the way I structured my pricing. So that was a big 
lesson for me as an event planner and a business owner—you as-
sume your event is going to get delivered and up until now that 
has always been the case. But the big revelation is that executing 
the event, for most event planners, is probably one of the smaller 
pieces of the puzzle. You’ve done a lot of work to get yourself to 
that point and your pricing should reflect that. So, I’ve changed the 
way I price and structure my contracts for the new clients I have 
signed on since then.”

She says her experience with the flood was a good reminder that 
you should never assume anything. “Even though your relationships 
may be there with your clients, suppliers and venues, you need to dot 
your ‘i’s’  and cross your ‘t’s’ in terms of the paperwork,” she advises. 

When the rain fell in Toronto on July 8th, Leila Mustonen had a 
less pleasant experience with a vendor.  “That was the first day of our 
conference. There was no issue with the hotel. The Sheraton Centre 
was fine. The power never went out in the hotel,” she says. Where 

things went downhill was the off-site venue for the welcome event. 
With rain coming down in torrents and power out, Mustonen 

asked venue staff what their Plan B was. Her question was greet-
ed with silence. When she wanted the $3,500 in patio furniture 
she had rented moved inside, the venue staff refused, opting to 
remain dry and indoors. So Mustonen, with the aid of some of 
the caterers, dragged the furniture inside. She then contacted 
the client, whose offices were nearby, to arrange for their sup-
ply of large golf umbrellas to be delivered to the venue. Soaked 
and now barefoot, she shuttled four busloads of guests into 
the venue. She also found garbage bags to help shelter guests’ 
clothes from rain damage. 

“And they [the guests] came at the worst time, right at 6 o’clock 
when power was out, rain was 
pouring down and lightning was 
zapping around,” she says. “I was 
thinking it’s probably not a good 
idea to be standing out here with 
a metal stick in my hand.”

The venue had no lights, air con-
ditioning or even operating hand 
dryers in the washrooms. However, 
the caterer, Toben Food by Design, 
had a Plan B in place right away. 
They told her that they had a big 
barbecue outside and they had 
propane stoves so they could go 
ahead with the pasta station. Hors 
d’oeuvres were already made and 
were heated up over the propane 
stoves and on the barbecue. 

To top off a miserable experi-
ence with the venue, Mustonen 
asked the manager if she could 

leave the 220 gift bags in the kitchen, which wouldn’t be in use 
that night. She was told that anything left would be destroyed. 
The venue owners have asked for an opportunity to make it up to 
her. Mustonen’s response: “Not in my career.”

The next night she had booked two restaurants for dinner. One 
had power, one didn’t. Fortunately, the one without power was 
owned by the Liberty Entertainment Group, a leading Toronto venue 
developer and operator. As luck would have it, they had just opened 
a new restaurant across the street that did have power. So as guests 
got off the bus, they were directed to the new restaurant where the 
chef and staff from their original choice were waiting. 

“So each night of the conference had different challenges,” says 
Mustonen. “It worked out really, really well in the end. Everyone 
had a great sense of humour about it. They knew on the Monday 
night we were operating in disaster mode. Nobody complained 
that the bus ride took so long or that their feet got wet, they just 
dealt with it. We didn’t have any princesses in the group. They 
could see how hard we were working to make it all look like ‘Oh, 
just another day’s work’.” 

—Allan Lynch is a freelance writer based in New Minas, Nova Scotia.  

DEALING WITH

          [Being evacuated]  
  was a shock. A lot of 
  people were in tears  
  because it was a  
  little frightening.  
  It was emotional.” 
    —Hazel Cook, CSA Group
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A bAllroom with A view

Our new renovation is complete, and total meeting and 

convention space is now 22,000 sq ft. The crown in this new 

jewel is our breathtaking Sable Ballroom, offering floor to ceiling 

views of the spectacular waterfront, and a lovely outdoor terrace 

right on the Halifax boardwalk.

With brilliant natural light and spectacular harbour views, business will 
be a pleasure and social events will be memorable. 

hAlifAx mArriott hArbourfront
1919 Upper Water Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Phone 902.421.1700
www.halifaxmarriott.com
Twitter @HalifaxMarriott
facebook.com/HalifaxMarriottHarbourfront
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Now in its fifth year, M+IT’s Hall of Fame honours 

suppliers and planners who have made invaluable 

contributions to Canada’s meetings, events and 

incentives industry. This year’s seven inductees 

were announced in August at a live presentation 

during IncentiveWorks, Canada’s leading confer-

ence and trade show for the industry. In September, 

 they gathered again for a photo shoot at Ripley’s 

Aquarium of Canada. They also took a few min-

utes to share their thoughts on the industry and 

their achievements. On the following pages we 

salute the class of 2013. —Lori Smith, Editor

Portrait photos: Donna Santos
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Nominate a peer or yourself for entry  
into M+IT’s Hall of Fame. Learn more at  
www.meetingscanada.com/HallOfFame
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 INDUSTRY PLANNER

BETTYANNE SHERRER,  
CMP, CMM
Principal, ProPlan  
Conference & Events 

Bettyanne has designed, 
planned and managed more 
than 1,000 events and sub-
events in her 20+-year career. 
She’s pioneered practices 
such as hybrid events, special 
needs protocols and effective 
use of strategic partnerships. 
An innovator and problem 
solver, her expertise ranges 
from golf tournaments and 
fundraisers to trade shows 
and conferences. She has 
seen and planned it all. 

“As an independent planner,
 I believe the greatest  
opportunities are being  
realized through partnerships
with other planners, event 
specialists and suppliers. 
Recognizing and engaging
other’s niche skills or services 
allows all of us to better 
serve our clients and create 
events and experiences
we can all be proud of.  
Approaching business in a 
partnership versus competitive
model creates more  
opportunities for all of us  
to succeed.”

43M E E T I N G S C A N A D A . C O M”

CATEGORY SPONSOR:
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 INDUSTRY VOLUNTEER

SHEILA WONG, CEM
Partner and Vice-President, 
Business Development,
BBW International Inc.

Throughout her career, 
Sheila has devoted countless 
hours to industry commit-
tees and boards. She has 
made invaluable contribu-
tions of time and energy 
to community programs, 
including Rainbows – Week-
end to End Cancer, Interna-
tional Women’s Day, and the 
Special Olympics. Her most 
recent volunteer initiative 
was founding the for-charity 
Meetings Industry Euchre 
Tournament. She says she 
gives back to the industry 
because it has given her the 
opportunity to do something 
she loves every day.

“What I do is more than 
selling. I provide my clients 
with insight from experi-
ence. I have been asked why 
I don’t charge for my ad-
vice... But when I sell, I am 
a consultant to my clients. 
I want them to succeed at 
whatever they’re doing. If 
they have a going concern, 
I will reap the rewards 
with them. It is in the best 
interest of all to share our 
expertise and invest in our 
clients by taking the time 
and energy to ensure things 
are done right. I know that 
I have provided value when 
my clients come back year 
after year.”
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 INDUSTRY BUILDER

TREVOR LUI
Director of Operations  
and Sustainability,
The International Centre

Since joining the International 
Centre, Trevor has embarked 
on a personal mission to take 
sustainability to a corpo-
rate and broad-based level. 
Working with staff members, 
he has engineered a task-by-
task platform constructed on 
the core principles of envi-
ronmental stewardship, com-
munity service and employee 
engagement. This program 
extends beyond the confer-
ence centre to the larger 
community. It is a foundation 
for bigger and better things 
to come.

“[The most exciting oppor-
tunity being offered by the 
industry today is] open col-
laboration, mentorship and 
the ability to bridge genera-
tional gaps. A new, talented 
generation is emerging and 
there’s another one follow-
ing quickly behind it. There 
are immense opportunities 
for established industry 
professionals to provide 
sustained mentoring, train-
ing and coaching. Many 
may see this as a challeng-
ing burden but to me the 
chance to leave a legacy 
by ushering transitionary 
growth is exciting.”

45M E E T I N G S C A N A D A . C O M
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 INDUSTRY RISING STAR

DANYELLE MACCULLOCH
Account Executive,
Base Consulting and  
Management Inc.

Energy and initiative define 
Danyelle. While in school—
she has a diploma in hospi-
tality from Humber College 
and an honours degree in 
hospitality from George 
Brown College—she joined 
MPI Toronto and attended as 
many industry related events 
as she could. As a sales co-
ordinator at Tourism Toronto, 
she took advantage of every 
opportunity to learn and 
grow. Now at Base Consult-
ing and Management, she 
continues on her career path, 
always striving for excellence.

“I like learning from others, 
sharing ideas and col-
laborating to make great 
things happen. Our industry 
is based on people com-
ing together: networking, 
making friendships and 
partnerships. Bring in more 
ideas, technology and know-
how to sustain passion in 
everyone and, in the end, we 
will reach new heights and 
awareness for the industry 
and the people in it. That’s 
what makes me passionate 
for what I do!”

CATEGORY SPONSOR:
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 INDUSTRY VETERAN

J. RALPH STRACHAN
President & CEO,  
The Stronco Group  
of Companies

The events industry is in 
Ralph’s DNA. In 1968, he 
joined the family trade 
show and events business. 
He stayed with it when it 
was sold in 1990, eventually 
buying the name back and 
rebuilding it. Throughout his 
career, he’s served on boards, 
mentored up-and-coming 
leaders and supported indus-
try programs. He knows ev-
erything about the industry, 
boats and cigars—and loves 
them all.

“The greatest challenge 
facing the industry today is 
that communicating with 
devices—tweeting, texting, 
Facebook, LinkedIn—is re-
placing face-to-face sales…
When you present in person, 
you can read the body 
language of the person you’re 
presenting to, see their facial 
expressions, hear voice 
modulation…When commu-
nicating by device you have 
no indication of how your 
message is being received 
and can’t readjust [your 
presentation]. We need to 
RE-CONNECT in person.”
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 INDUSTRY MENTOR

JUDY HEALY 
Instructor, Hospitality  
and Tourism Department,  
Ted Rogers School  
of Management,
Ryerson University

Judy worked as a professional
planner for 15 years before
joining the faculty at Ryerson
University in 2005. In eight 
years at the school, she 
has offered advice, opened 
doors, assisted in job 
searches, shared insights and 
experiences, and discussed 
next steps with countless 
young people entering the 
meetings and event industry.
But her mentoring doesn’t 
end at graduation: all those 
students she’s helped 
know she is always just a 
phone call or e-mail away.

“As an industry, we should 
be embracing the passion 
and knowledge of today’s 
young adults. Many seasoned
planners ‘fell’ into this 
industry whereas today’s 
‘want to be’ planners have 
had the benefit of going to 
university or college to  
learn about the complexities
of our industry. They emerge
with a vast amount of 
knowledge and are eager to 
get started. We should be 
looking for ways to open our 
doors and welcome them as 
they have a lot to offer.”
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 INDUSTRY INNOVATOR

DOREEN ASHTON-WAGNER
Managing Director &  
Chief Strategist,
Greenfield Services Inc.

In the 15 years since she 
founded her company, 
Doreen has created propri-
etary systems that are now 
benchmarks in data cleansing, 
lead processing and market-
ing. Today, she continues to 
evolve her company’s existing 
systems and create new ones 
in response to changes in the 
industry—making it easier for 
everyone to do business.

“This industry is difficult 
to quantify. I know this 
intimately from working on 
MPI’s Canadian Economic  
Impact Study. But, if we 
aren’t careful to go beyond 
trying to figure out how 
many jobs we create, creating 
the jobs won’t matter… If 
we’re holding a conference 
just because we always hold 
it, that conference should 
probably stop. But to make 
the judgment call, we have 
to understand the real value 
a meeting can deliver to its 
organizers, participants and 
sponsors, beyond the number 
of airline tickets and hotel 
room nights they consume.”

CATEGORY SPONSOR:
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@Freckleface23: THANK YOU to @Incentive_

Works for treating us like royalty as hosted 

buyers. I met great people and learned a lot 

from the workshops #iwshow

In August, the meetings industry came together to share ideas, make connections 
and do business during IncentiveWorks, Canada’s largest meetings and events 
trade show and conference. This year’s edition was bigger and better than ever, 
with new elements and fun surprises. Experience the show all over again—or for the 
first time—through the photos and tweets on the following pages.

PHOTOS BY DONNA SANTOS

Wrap Up!

INCENTIVEWORKS WELCOMED 
MORE HOSTED BUYERS  

THAN EVER BEFORE FROM 
CANADA AND THE U.S.
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@trevorsookraj:

Second year @Incentive_Works, making lots of great contacts 

and hopefully some good business! #iwshow

ONE-ON-ONE COACHING 
GAVE PLANNERS  

COMPLIMENTARY AND  
CUSTOMIZED ADVICE  
FOR THEIR BUSINESS
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@trevorsookraj:

Second year @Incentive_Works, making lots of great contacts 

and hopefully some good business! #iwshow

THE TRADE SHOW WAS ABUZZ 
WITH TEST LABS, FOOD TRUCKS,  

KNOWLEDGE PODS,  
SOCIAL ZONES AND MORE!
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THE ART OF FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT 
IS OUR PASSION

info@encorecatering.com 416.661.4460

encorefood @encore_cateringFIND US ON :

www.encorecatering.com

SEVEN INDUSTRY HEAVY HITTERS 
AND RISING STARS WERE INDUCTED 
INTO THE M+IT 2013 HALL OF FAME
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TWO DAYS OF EDUCATION 
WERE CAPPED OFF WITH A 
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION BY  
COLONEL CHRIS HADFIELD

@MissChantzy:
@Cmdr_Hadfield is the coolest keynote 

speaker I have ever seen! Thnx 4 live  

tweeting from #space #iwshow 
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@ShephardOcc: 

@IncentiveWorks 2013 

was awesome. This is 

Canada’s meetings 

industry’s best show.

THE INDUSTRY 
DANCED THE 

NIGHT AWAY AT 
THE OFFICIAL 

INCENTIVEWORKS 
CLOSING PARTY AT 
THE BRANT HOUSE 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
NEXT YEAR’S SHOW IS  
AUGUST 19 + 20, 2014  

IN TORONTO
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DELTAHOTELS.COMAUBERGE.QC.CA FAIRMONT.COM/FRONTENAC-QUEBEC

HÔTEL DELTA QUÉBEC

Welcome to Hôtel Delta Québec, a 4 star establishment 
with 377 guestrooms located downtown on Parliament Hill 
and linked to the Québec City Convention Centre by an 
underground passageway. Our hotel offers over 12,000 sq. ft. 
of fl exible meeting space that can accommodate groups from 
10 to 500 people. Try our new, adaptable ModeRoom, with its 
fresh, modern design and loads of technology features.

For an enjoyable, productive stay, call our representative now.

LYNN CHIASSON 
1-888-679-4000, ext. 4039
lchiasson@convention.qc.ca

QUÉBEC CITY CONVENTION CENTRE
ANYTHING BUT CONVENTIONAL

Located in the heart of downtown, the Québec City Convention 
Centre is within walking distance of more than 3,000 hotel 
rooms and is steps away from restaurants and attractions 
like Old Québec. Even better than its unbeatable location, 
the Convention Centre will add more than 73,000 sq. ft. to its 
existing 232,000 sq. ft. at the beginning of 2014. Need more 
convincing? How about free Wi-Fi access throughout its facility, 
in every meeting room and public space. We have you covered!

Contact our Sales Manager to book your next event.

CHARLES CÔTÉ
418-647-6582
charles.cote@deltahotels.com

STRATEGIC
LOCATION

DISCOVER THE 
BUSINESS DESTINATION 
THAT ALWAYS FITS THE BILL! 

With an international airport just 15 minutes from downtown, 
an award-winning convention centre, a newly expanded 
exhibition centre and prestigious hotels, Québec City is the 
ideal destination for your next business meeting or event. 
Québec’s capital is well-designed, its parks and green spaces 
are always at a stone’s throw, and its city streets are teeming 
with Old World charm.

QUÉBEC CITY, WHERE EVERY BUSINESS EVENT 
IS A TRIUMPH!

MEETINQUEBEC.CA
1-888-522-3512

FORTIFY
YOUR
BUSINESS

CONVENTION.QC.CA

KAREN MILLER
418-691-2118
karen.miller@fairmont.com

HOTEL71.CA 

FAIRMONT LE CHÂTEAU FRONTENAC
RENAISSANCE OF AN ICON – COMING SPRING 2014

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac is undergoing major 
renovations that will reposition it as one of the best hotels in 
the world. An additional 15,000 sq. ft. of meeting space is being 
added, for a total of 40,000 sq. ft. in 23 meeting rooms. Guest 
rooms, existing meeting space, and food & beverage outlets 
will all be refurbished, and the Fairmont Gold fl oors expanded. 
Come discover this unique, heritage urban resort, ideally 
located within the walls of Old Québec and only 20 minutes 
from the Jean Lesage International Airport.

STÉPHANIE DUFRESNE
418-694-1796, ext. 617
sdufresne@hotel71.ca 

HÔTEL 71
YOU’RE SNUGGLING UP TO THE CITY

Hôtel 71, a four-star boutique property located in the heart 
of Québec City’s Old Port, is the perfect venue for your next 
boutique meeting. It offers a total of 60 rooms, including 
9 suites and 1 amazing penthouse suite, as well as 4 meeting 
rooms (from 400 to 1,500 sq. ft.), the outstanding onsite 
Il Matto Italian restaurant, Clefs d’Or concierge services, 
complimentary espresso lounge, business centre, gym, free 
Wi-Fi, and the list goes on.

LE SAINT-PIERRE, AUBERGE DISTINCTIVE
INTIMATE AUBERGE OVERLOOKING THE OLD CITY, 
CONTEMPORARY HÔTEL OVERLOOKING 
THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

Located in the heart of the Old Port quarter, Le Saint-Pierre 
enjoys an ideal location. It offers 41 renovated rooms with 
hardwood fl oors, stone and brickwork, including 10 suites 
and 4 meeting rooms. Free Wi-Fi, complimentary à la carte 
gourmet breakfast, Clefs d’Or concierge desk, valet parking 
and many more personalized services. On the hotel’s doorstep, 
you will fi nd boutiques, art galleries and Québec City’s top 
dining addresses.

NANCY DACRES
Account Executive
418-641-6654, ext. 5427
nancy.dacres@quebecregion.com

CONTACT YOUR STRATEGIC PARTNER
AT QUÉBEC CITY TOURISM 
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HÔTEL DELTA QUÉBEC

Welcome to Hôtel Delta Québec, a 4 star establishment 
with 377 guestrooms located downtown on Parliament Hill 
and linked to the Québec City Convention Centre by an 
underground passageway. Our hotel offers over 12,000 sq. ft. 
of fl exible meeting space that can accommodate groups from 
10 to 500 people. Try our new, adaptable ModeRoom, with its 
fresh, modern design and loads of technology features.

For an enjoyable, productive stay, call our representative now.

LYNN CHIASSON 
1-888-679-4000, ext. 4039
lchiasson@convention.qc.ca

QUÉBEC CITY CONVENTION CENTRE
ANYTHING BUT CONVENTIONAL

Located in the heart of downtown, the Québec City Convention 
Centre is within walking distance of more than 3,000 hotel 
rooms and is steps away from restaurants and attractions 
like Old Québec. Even better than its unbeatable location, 
the Convention Centre will add more than 73,000 sq. ft. to its 
existing 232,000 sq. ft. at the beginning of 2014. Need more 
convincing? How about free Wi-Fi access throughout its facility, 
in every meeting room and public space. We have you covered!

Contact our Sales Manager to book your next event.

CHARLES CÔTÉ
418-647-6582
charles.cote@deltahotels.com

STRATEGIC
LOCATION

DISCOVER THE 
BUSINESS DESTINATION 
THAT ALWAYS FITS THE BILL! 

With an international airport just 15 minutes from downtown, 
an award-winning convention centre, a newly expanded 
exhibition centre and prestigious hotels, Québec City is the 
ideal destination for your next business meeting or event. 
Québec’s capital is well-designed, its parks and green spaces 
are always at a stone’s throw, and its city streets are teeming 
with Old World charm.

QUÉBEC CITY, WHERE EVERY BUSINESS EVENT 
IS A TRIUMPH!

MEETINQUEBEC.CA
1-888-522-3512

FORTIFY
YOUR
BUSINESS

CONVENTION.QC.CA

KAREN MILLER
418-691-2118
karen.miller@fairmont.com

HOTEL71.CA 

FAIRMONT LE CHÂTEAU FRONTENAC
RENAISSANCE OF AN ICON – COMING SPRING 2014

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac is undergoing major 
renovations that will reposition it as one of the best hotels in 
the world. An additional 15,000 sq. ft. of meeting space is being 
added, for a total of 40,000 sq. ft. in 23 meeting rooms. Guest 
rooms, existing meeting space, and food & beverage outlets 
will all be refurbished, and the Fairmont Gold fl oors expanded. 
Come discover this unique, heritage urban resort, ideally 
located within the walls of Old Québec and only 20 minutes 
from the Jean Lesage International Airport.

STÉPHANIE DUFRESNE
418-694-1796, ext. 617
sdufresne@hotel71.ca 
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Located in the heart of the Old Port quarter, Le Saint-Pierre 
enjoys an ideal location. It offers 41 renovated rooms with 
hardwood fl oors, stone and brickwork, including 10 suites 
and 4 meeting rooms. Free Wi-Fi, complimentary à la carte 
gourmet breakfast, Clefs d’Or concierge desk, valet parking 
and many more personalized services. On the hotel’s doorstep, 
you will fi nd boutiques, art galleries and Québec City’s top 
dining addresses.
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airmont Le Château Frontenac is 
truly one of Québec’s – perhaps 
Canada’s – iconic treasures and will 

assure that your next corporate event or 
group will be unlike any other.

Old Québec, designated a United 
National World Heritage Site, boasts 
several awards, including being among 
the Top Ten worldwide destinations 
from Condé Naste Traveler magazine.  
Delegates will fall head over heels for its 
quaint boutiques, hip cafés, tempting 
bistros and stately heritage homes. The 
centuries-old stone fortifications around 
Old Québec (the only site of its kind north 
of Mexico) stand as a testament to a bold 
and passionate history – there’s nothing 
like riding a horse-drawn carriage through 
the cobblestone streets of the province’s 
photogenic capital. Ideally located in  
the heart of all the action, Le Château 
Frontenac dominates the Québec City 
skyline, standing proudly on the bluff 
of Cap Diamant overlooking the Saint 
Lawrence River.

Lately, this urban, heritage resort has 
been undergoing a multimillion-dollar 
renaissance project that will reposition 
it as one of the best hotels in the world. 
The restoration will blend the charm of 

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

•  Brand new guest rooms
•  Brand new meeting rooms (totalling 40,000 square feet)  

•  Brand new restaurants  

c o m i n g  s p r i n g  2 0 1 4 !   

Contact the Sales Department at 418-692-3861 for more details 
or visit fairmont.com/frontenac

R E N A I S S A N C E O F A N I C O N

_fairmontLCF_meetings_Layout 1  13-09-06  08:03  Page 1

the hotel’s enchanting past with modern 
renovations, creating an allure that is 
fresh and seductive,  
balancing a rich history with a bright 
future. With the addition of 15,000 square 
feet of multifunctional meeting space, 
Le Château will house a total of 40,000 
square feet of meeting space amongst  
23 rooms. Guest rooms (613), including  
Fairmont Gold, Fairmont’s exclusive  
lifestyle product, will all be renovated  
and refurbished. All food and beverage 
outlets will be repositioned and a new 
urban spa will be added near the already 
popular indoor pool and health club  
area.  Once completed in late spring 
2014, Le Château will become the best 
address for meetings, conventions and 
incentive travel.

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac’s 
meeting professionals are dedicated to 
creating unparalleled events that will 
assure a productive and unforgettable 
experience for any group. Any one of its 
passionate team members will organize  
and oversee every crucial detail of an 
event, helping to transform a good 
meeting into a great event. The meeting 
facilities feature a comprehensive array of 
the most recent audio-visual equipment, 

supported by the hotel’s on-site partner, 
PSAV, one of the world’s leading audio-
visual specialists.

Flexible and beautifully-appointed 
meeting rooms feature natural light and 
are designed to accommodate anything 
from an executive board meeting for  
10 to a professional conference for 700.   
In addition, allow Le Château’s culinary 
team to showcase its creative banquet or 
exclusive off-site catering offerings.

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac has 
received numerous accolades for its 
stellar service and unforgettable comfort.  
Just a few of the many awards the hotel 
has received:
• U.S. New & World Report – Best  
 Hotels in Canada 2013
• Fodor’s – 100 Hotel Awards 2012
• Condé Nast Traveler – Readers Choice  
 2012
• Travel & Leisure Magazine – 500 Best  
 Hotels of the World 2012
• Meetings East – Best Of 2011
• Canada.com – Landmark of Canada
• CAA/AAA – 4 Diamond Award

Experience the classic Fairmont style 
and comfort of this landmark luxury 
hotel, where you will be welcomed with 
unrivalled attention to detail and commit-

ment to your well-being.
You can also follow the 

progress of this history-making 
renovation project at  
www.nouveauChâteau.com,  
where regular updates will be 
posted.

To plan your next memorable 
event, contact the sales team at 
418-692-3861, send an email to 
Château frontenac@fairmont.com 
or visit online at www.fairmont.com/  
frontenac-quebec.   •

ENAISSANCE 
OF AN ICON 

FAIRMONT LE CHÂTEAU  FRONTENAC, QUEBEC CITY 

R
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

YOU NEED 
TO SEE US TO 
BELIEVE US!

BOOK YOUR NEXT MEETING OR EVENT IN THE OUTAOUAIS REGION!  OUTAOUAISMEETING.COM // 1-866-979-0929

FAIRMONT LE CHÂTEAU MONTEBELLO
Meet at the world’s largest log château! 

Fairmont Le Château Montebello is that perfect meeting venue. A relaxed 
resort setting, acres of landscaped grounds, modern facilities and dozens 
of activities — including unique “team builders” such as the Land Rover 
off-road experience, curling and clay shooting. 

Get 3% Rooms Credit to your Master Account or the charity of your choice 
for new group bookings made before December 31, 2013.
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Five Reasons to Plan Your Next Event
in the Outaouais Region

ou’ll find it all in the Outaouais region, one of the most beautiful and eclectic 
vacation areas in Canada. Whether you’re planning a corporate retreat to 
combine business with a few rounds of golf, a great conference followed by a 

vibrant night on the town, or an inspirational outdoor adventure, here are five reasons 
why we say, “You need to see us to believe us!” 

1 We’re Close to it All  |  Located just a stone’s throw across the bridge from the 
Nation’s Capital (Ottawa) and a short two-hour drive from Montreal, the Outaouais 
region offers it all, close to it all. Enjoy hiking, kayaking, horseback riding and a retreat 
from the hustle of modern urban life in miles of unspoiled nature. Pamper your team in 
one of the area’s award-winning spas. We have it all here.

2 Attractions Second to None  |  Combine your event with a visit to some of 
the region’s truly fascinating museums and attractions. The Canadian Museum 
of Civilization presents the full breadth of Canadian culture, as you travel across 
1,000 years of history through life-size reconstructions. The Canadian War Museum 
illustrates the way in which human conflict has shaped where we are today. The 
Nordik Spa-Nature has received the Canadian Tourism Award for its unique Nordic-
style spa techniques. And the Casino du Lac-Leamy offers casino-style fun and 
entertainment for your whole group.

3 Wide Open Spaces  |  If it’s a nature experience you’re after, the Outaouais region 
is a giant outdoor playground, where you’ll find a wealth of activities both winter and 
summer. There’s cycling, golfing, and hiking in Gatineau Park, rafting on the Gatineau 
or Ottawa River, horseback riding, Vie Ferrate and aerial parks. For team building or 
just getting out and enjoying a different atmosphere from the everyday bustle, you’ll 
find it in the Outaouais region.

4 Great Hotels  |  The Outaouais region boasts some of the finest hotels in the 
country. Best Western Plus Gatineau-Ottawa Hotel and Conference Centre offers the 
only unobstructed view of the picturesque Ottawa River, and features five meeting 
rooms with a total capacity of up to 575. To combine business and recreation for 
your group, the Château Cartier Conference Golf & Spa Hotel (soon to be Double-
Tree by Hilton), just 10 minutes from downtown Ottawa, features 20,000 square feet 
of meeting space and a full 18-hole golf course. Or plan a stay at the Fairmont Le 
Château Montebello, the world’s largest log castle, offering a truly authentic Canadian 
experience. These are just a few of the unique accommodations you’ll find here.

5 We’ll Help You Plan it All  |  Tourisme Outaouais has a full team of professional 
planning organizers dedicated to helping you plan and organize every detail of 
your event. We’ll act as liaison between the venue, suppliers, hotels and other 
stakeholders, ensuring that everything goes off without a hitch. Contact us to book a  
weekend familiarization tour and see first-hand why “You need to see us to believe us!”

Visit our website at  
www.outaouaismeeting.com and  

find out how truly wide-ranging  
the Outaouais region experience  
can be. For more information, to  
book a familiarization tour, or to  
begin planning your next event,  

contact us at 1-800-265-7822 or email  
ventes@tourisme-outaouais.ca today.

PHOTO Mathieu Dupuis, CMC / MCC

PHOTO Société des casinos du Québec

PHOTO Nordik Spa-Nature
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C entre Mont-Royal offers you a dis-
tinctly different event experience, 
in one of Montreal’s most versatile, 

modern, state-of-the-art venues.
No matter what type of event you  

have in mind – an intimate, small-scale 
executive meeting or social event or a 
conference for 600 – Centre Mont-Royal 
has the perfect solution. From the  
traditional to the very untraditional,  
Centre Mont-Royal’s expert coordinators 
and catering team take on every challenge 
with passion and creativity. 

World-Class Event Facilities
Centre Mont-Royal is an accredited 
member of the prestigious International 
Association of Conference Centers 
(IAAC). Being officially certified by IAAC 
means compliance with over 100 specific 
requirements. Meeting the strict and 
demanding set of quality standards  
translates to value and customer  
satisfaction. Centre Mont-Royal’s dedi-
cated team ensures a flawless execution 
in a world class venue.

A Space for Every Need
One of the centerpieces of the Centre 
Mont-Royal complex is the ultra-modern, 

state-of-the-art Symposia Theatre, 
a 730-tiered seat amphitheatre with 
technological facilities fully integrated into 
its design. The Centre also offers a wide 
selection of meeting rooms designed to 
accommodate anywhere from 10 to 850 
guests. And the elegant terrace offers an 
airy outdoor experience in fine weather.

Meetings Are Our Specialty
The Centre’s numerous soundproofed 
meeting rooms are designed according 
to the latest innovations in ergonomics, 
with highest air quality, individual climate 
controls, and chairs designed for com-
fortable seating for eight hours or more. 
The Centre Mont-Royal also boasts three 
multi-functional foyers with floor-to-ceil-
ing windows, six conference halls, a V.I.P. 
lounge, and a multi-level open lobby.

During (or after) your meeting, Centre 
Mont-Royal takes breaks as seriously as 
it does business. You can enjoy meals 
served in your meeting room or in its 
spacious light-drenched foyers – ideal for 
informal conversations.

Tech Solutions for Every Need
Full-time tech support services provided 
by CCR Solutions ensure that every detail 

of the audio-visual presentation in your 
meeting is conducted seamlessly. The 
Centre’s systems are designed to meet 
the most exacting criteria – it’s your one-
stop technical resource centre. A fully 
equipped pressroom, wireless delegate 
voting response system, and the capacity 
to transmit live real-time Webcasts to the 
next room or across the world, are among 
the options available.

A Culinary Experience Second to None
Montreal is a city known for the excel-
lence of its cuisine, and the calibre of 
Centre Mont-Royal’s culinary fare is justly 
renowned. Your choice of a diverse selec-
tion of both grand and intimate spaces 
is in perfect harmony with the excep-
tional service, gastronomical delights and 
“savoir-faire.” Event attendees will take 
pleasure in the beautifully prepared fine 
cuisine created by Centre Mont-Royal’s 
executive chef, Yves Malenfant, and 
presented by his skilled brigade.

In the Heart of It All
The Centre is located in the heart of 
downtown, amid the grand hotels (3000 
bedrooms at its doorstep), fine restau-
rants and boutiques that make Montreal 
a world-class destination. The venue is 
easily accessed by metro or by car and is 
only 15 minutes from the airport. There is 
also ample underground parking available. 

Come see why Centre Mont-Royal has 
it all, in one ultra-modern, versatile venue. 
Call (514) 844-2000, or toll-free: 1 866 
844-2200, email info@centremontroyal.
com, or visit www.centremontroyal.com 
for more information.   •

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

YOU’LL FIND IT ALL HERE
CENTRE MONT-ROYAL:  

Conference &
Special Events Center

2200 Mansfield Street, Montreal (Quebec)
514.844.2000 • 1.866.844.2200 • centremontroyal.com

CREATING
EVENTS

TOGETHER

CMR 7.87x10.75 eng:cmr ad  9/13/11  8:36 AM  Page 1
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

* Sources: First in North America, International Congress and Convention Association (2012) / First in the Americas, Union of International Associations (2012)

when we say

host
city
we mean it.

Who says conventions should be conventional? 
In Montréal, we’ve got all the nuts and bolts to 
help you plan a successful event like over 
550,000 sq. ft. of space in the Palais des congrès, 
our ultramodern convention centre, over 26,500 
hotel rooms and a vast range of innovative 
attendance-building tools. Plus, we’ll bring 
creative, customized solutions to create that 
extra touch of magic your attendees will never 
forget. Maybe that’s why we’re ranked 1st for 
international association meetings* in North 
America and across the Americas.

StArt PlANNINg WIth US NoW!
meetings.tourisme-montreal.org

Looking for inspiration, tips,  
trends and tools to help you plan 
a truly distinctive event – along 

with advice on helping you live and 
work better, crisis-proof your career, 
and insights from some of the meeting 
industry’s most influential thought 
leaders? Look no further than Meetings  
à la Montreal, Tourisme Montreal’s unique 
and informative blog, written from the 
special perspective of the Montreal 
meeting scene. 

Set against the backdrop of Canada’s 
most exciting city, the Meetings à la 
Montreal Blog is designed to keep you 
up to date on what’s new on the Montreal 
meeting scene and provide insightful 
information and ideas on making your 
next event truly unforgettable.

 Here is just a sampling of what  
you’ll find when you visit 
meetings.tourisme-montreal.org:

1 TEN AMAZING VENUES YOU 
DIDN’T KNOW YOU COULD RENT
Montreal has a host of hidden gems 
and out-of-the-ordinary locales that go 
beyond the expected, helping to make 
your next event not only a business 
success, but downright unforgettable. 
From cocktails at a Downton Abbey-style 
mansion, to a breathtaking view of the 
urban skyline from the top of the tallest 

inclined tower in the world, here’s a list of 
some unique options you may have never 
known existed.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/08/19/montreal-venues/

2 FIVE TIPS FOR PERSONAL 
BRANDING
The 2008 downturn showed you can’t 
take anything for granted in your profes-
sional life, but can you do anything to 
“crisis-proof” your career? Yes, you can – 
and creating a “personal brand” is a good 
place to start.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/07/05/personal-branding/

3  SET THE STAGE FOR A GREAT 
EVENT WITH A MONTREAL 
FESTIVAL THEME
With over 100 festivals per year of every 
type and size, Montreal rolls out a serious 

line-up of fun, indoors and out. Look 
here for a rundown of some of the best 
that this vibrant city offers, and time your 
event to take it all in. From the world-
famous Just For Laughs Festival, to one 
of the most stunning fireworks exhibitions 
in the world, make it a trip to remember 
for your entire team.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/04/12/festival-themes/

4  GREGG TALLEY ON THE ECONOMIC 
IMPACT OF MEETINGS  
Talley Management Group Inc.  
co-founder Gregg Talley specializes 
in professional society and associa-
tion management, as well as city-wide 
convention management. He has planned 
and managed several major international 
conventions for 3,000 to some 50,000 
attendees. Discover Gregg’s fascinat-
ing insights about the future of event 
planning.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/07/30/gregg-talley/

5 DONNA KASTNER ON THE FUTURE 
OF MEETINGS
Donna Kastner, director of education and 
engagement at Velvet Chainsaw Consult-
ing, specializes in helping conference and 
trade show organizers with a wide range 
of business improvement activities. At 
2013’s edition of C2-MTL, Donna shared 
her views on the future of the meetings 
business and much more.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/05/23/donna-kastner-2/

6 CORBIN BALL ON MEETING 
TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Corbin Ball is renowned among event 
planners as an expert in how technology 
can improve the design and efficiency of 
meetings and conventions. His website, 
CorbinBall.com, is a valuable industry 
reference for meeting technology and 
news and trends. Read about his views 
on the impact of social media and mobile 
technology on the meetings industry.
meetings.tourisme-montreal.
org/2013/04/23/corbin-ball/

But there’s more to see when you visit 
meetings.tourisme-montreal.org. You’ll 
also gain career advice and information 
from the expert Tourisme Montreal team 
on the full range of services they offer. 
Visit meetings.tourisme-montreal.org 
today and discover everything you need 
to make your next event a first-class 
event – in Montreal, North America’s No. 
1 destination for international associative 
meetings.   •

READ ALL ABOUT IT!
Six Reasons to Check Out Tourisme Montreal’s Blog
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550,000 sq. ft. of space in the Palais des congrès, 
our ultramodern convention centre, over 26,500 
hotel rooms and a vast range of innovative 
attendance-building tools. Plus, we’ll bring 
creative, customized solutions to create that 
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otel Le Crystal Montreal, located right in the heart of 
Canada’s most chic city, promises you an unforgettable 
experience à-la-montréalaise, infused with a unique 

French flavour.
The hotel provides a complete turnkey experience for  

meeting planners. We offer five meeting rooms flooded with  
natural light, a state-of-the-art Business Centre and compli-
mentary Wifi throughout, Artist Gallery, two additional private 
rooms in our restaurant for groups and cocktails, and two  
terraces. After your meeting, retire to one of our full guest suites, 
or relax in the 12th floor Oasis, with a full health centre and spa. 

Whatever the size and nature of your next event, come 
experience Hotel Le Crystal’s superior level of service and 
personalized touches. Call us at 1-877-861-5550, or visit 
hotellecrystal.com.   •

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

THE CRYSTAL 
DIFFERENCE
URBAN, 
CHIC, 
TRÈS 
MONTRÉAL

79M E E T I N G S C A N A D A . C O M

Still the most comprehensive event venue and supplier directory in Canada.

YOUR BEST FRIEND JUST GOT A LITTLE BIGGER.
And easier to reference.

NEW, larger-format 

2013-2014

Search the Buyers’ Guide online at

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Meghan Nelson and Tami Adams, Speakers’ Spotlight; Robin Paisley, M+IT, Rosa Andemariam, Speakers’ Spotlight. 2. Adam 
van Koeverden, speaker and Olympic medalist; Bruce Philp, speaker and brand strategist; Robin Paisley, M+IT. 3. Alan Patterson, Mendelssohn 
Event Logistics; Eleni Papakonstantinou, Metro Toronto Convention Centre.

CAEM Holiday Luncheon
Speakers’ Spotlight 
Holiday Party

Snapped.indd   79 13-01-30   8:16 PM
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qc.ca/en/
expansion-
project
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Proudly produced by:

From the creators of IncentiveWorks:

    INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EDUCATION, 
    FEATURING REGIONAL CONTENT

    EARN CE CREDITS

    APPOINTMENTS TO MAXIMIZE THE  
    NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS YOU CAN MEET

    AMAZING NETWORKING IN AN INTIMATE  
    ENVIRONMENT...ALL IN ONE DAY!

SPRING 2014
VANCOUVER
CALGARY
OTTAWA
MONTREAL

Get first access to conference information.  

Email Stephanie Hiltz at  
shiltz@meetingscanada.com  
to get on the list.

✓

✓

✓

✓
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

SPACES

From the creators of IncentiveWorks:

    INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EDUCATION, 
    FEATURING REGIONAL CONTENT

    EARN CE CREDITS

    APPOINTMENTS TO MAXIMIZE THE  
    NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS YOU CAN MEET

    AMAZING NETWORKING IN AN INTIMATE  
    ENVIRONMENT...ALL IN ONE DAY!
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Indulge in Selection at Falls Avenue 
Resort (FAR), Niagara Falls’ largest 
hotel, meeting and entertainment 

resort. With 20 acres of hotel, meeting, 
conference, dining and entertainment 
facilities as well as magnificent views of 
both the American and Canadian falls,  
it can meet the needs and wishes of  
any group.

The Sheraton on the Falls delivers 
an award-winning experience where 
business and leisure blend effortlessly.  
Thanks to great service and an 
experienced conference team, the hotel 
has an above industry average client 
return rate. A recent $3 million guestroom 
renewal means meeting delegates have 
beautiful spaces to unwind in while 
enjoying breathtaking views of the falls 
from floor-to-ceiling windows.

The historic, grand, classic Crowne 
Plaza Niagara Falls – Fallsview offers a 
comprehensive event package to ensure 
seamless planning and an exceptional 
experience thanks to best-in-class 
facilities and guaranteed service levels. 

WINE,

The resort’s three Fallsview dining 
rooms feature world-class cuisine. 
Celebrity chef Massimo Capra is at the 
helm of The Rainbow Room, an Italian-
inspired dining room with one of the 
finest menus in the city. Windows by 
Jamie Kennedy, the only four diamond 

restaurant with a view 
of the Falls, provides 
a true farm-to-table 
dining experience with 
seasonal menus and 
the most extensive 
wine list in the region. 
Fallsview Restaurant 
features an expansive 

fresh buffet and live action food stations. 
You’re spoiled for choice at Falls 

Avenue Resort where you’ll find an 
amazing selection of restaurants, 
attractions and unique venues ready  
to host your exclusive events. The Hard 
Rock Cafe is a haven for fans of music, 
food and great times. It also houses 
the world’s first Hard Rock Club where 
guests can rock the night away. Planet 

Hollywood mixes the excitement and 
glamour of the big screen with good eats, 
and the Rainforest Café is a wild place to 
dine and shop. 

With more than 140,000 square feet 
of flexible function space including the 
15,000 square foot Great Room, Falls 
Avenue Resort offers planners an endless 
selection of meeting and event options. 
Many of the meeting rooms feature 
natural lighting and views of the Canadian 
and American Falls. In the recent months, 
considerable resources have been 
invested in the physical revitalization 
of the resort’s conference and meeting 
facilities. The conference centre features 
new lounge furniture, wall coverings, 
plush carpeting and an upgraded WiFi 
infrastructure that now has the capacity 
to host more than 4,000 simultaneous 
device connections. 

Create a bespoke meeting at Falls 
Avenue Resort with tailored menus, 
creative team building food activities, chef 
table dinners and cooking demonstrations 
by celebrity chef Jamie Kennedy, who is 
available to bring his culinary inspiration 
and sustainable kitchen philosophy to 
your meetings. 

Countless team-building activities  
also await your group, both in the resort 
and the immediate Niagara region. 
Arrange for them to step into an oasis  
at the all-new Christienne Fallsview Spa. 
Treat them to a chocolate reception 
at Hershey’s Chocolate World. Offer a 
tasting tour of the area’s award-winning, 
world-renowned wineries. Make tee times 
at any of the region’s 80 golf courses 
including eight championship courses. 
Take part in the 24-hour excitement of 
Casino Niagara. 

Falls Avenue Resort – The ideal resort 
atmosphere, providing you with endless 
choices for your next meeting or event!

MEET 
DINE AND 
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Meetings&Incentive_MRTGTWY_ad.indd   1 9/6/13   4:36:20 PM

T
oday’s business travellers want seamless business and 
travel experiences. The Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview 
Hotel & Spa and the Marriott Gateway on the Falls offer 

the best of both worlds. Located closer to the Falls than 
any other hotel, they are also just steps from the Scotiabank 
Convention Centre. And booking your event at either property 
is simple – and brilliant. 

Q | What makes the Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview Hotel 
& Spa and the Marriott Gateway on the Falls unique among 
Niagara Falls hotels?

A | Location, location, location. Marriott Niagara Falls 
Fallsview Hotel & Spa and the Marriott Gateway on the 
Falls are the two closest hotels to the Falls in Niagara Falls, 
giving guests a bird’s-eye view like nowhere else! In fact, 
the view from Marriott Fallsview is so great that TripAdvisor 
voted it one of the top 10 hotel views in the world. The fabulous 
view is complemented by extensive, customizable culinary 
specialties sure to satisfy the most discriminating palates. And, 
the Marriott’s dedication to technological innovation ensures 
that guests get a seamless online experience. Be sure to 
take advantage of the hotels’ online individual check-in, now 
available to Marriott Reward members through the Marriott 
telephone app, and look forward to the “Marriott Red Coat 
Direct” app which will allow planners to connect with on-site 
staff in real time…without ever leaving the meeting or event!

Q | What business amenities do the hotels offer groups?

A | Conference and meeting spaces ranging from 300 to 
300,000 square feet – rooms for groups of all sizes! Between 
them, the Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview Hotel & Spa and 

the Marriott Gateway on the Falls can accommodate 
anything from large conferences and conventions to 
small executive meetings and corporate getaways.  
They are two four-star properties with one brand of 
service…the very best!

The Fallsview has some 10,000 square feet of 
banquet/meeting space that can be reconfigured to 
meet every need. The space is powered with innovative 
on-site AV equipment, high-speed Internet and WiFi. 
The Executive Boardroom features high-backed leather 
chairs, full AV meeting facilities, and a customized food 
service area. 

The Gateway is Marriott’s largest convention centre 
in Canada, with some 40,000 square feet of customizable 
function space. It’s also a premier tradeshow venue, 

with tables, staging and equipment for up to 65 exhibitors. 
Its columnless ballroom features a built-in stage and screen, 
and seats up to 1,200. An on-site AV team, valet parking and 
full-service Business Centre are just a few of the conveniences 
that make meetings easy at Gateway!

Q | A trip to Niagara Falls isn’t just about business. What 
can you offer my group after a long day of meetings?

A | Combined total of 839 guest rooms – nearly 600 with 
a view of the Falls! Each of Fallsview’s guestrooms has an 
exceptional view of the Falls. But the property has much more 
to offer. Book a visit to the Serenity by the Falls Spa for a 
pampering experience like no other. Eat a fabulous meal at the 
Terrapin Grille Fallsview, where chef Ron Kneabone uses the 
freshest local ingredients in his spectacular culinary creations. 
And no visit to Niagara is complete without tasting some of its 
world-renowned wines.

The Gateway offers great recreational amenities such as a  
pool, whirlpool and Fitness Centre. Milestones Grill & Bar serves 
up excellent casual dining. And, of course, both hotels are only 
minutes from attractions, casinos, walking and hiking trails, and 
one of nature’s most spectacular creations – the Falls!

Q | How can I find out more about event planning at the 
Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview Hotel & Spa and the 
Marriott Gateway on the Falls?

A | To find out more about why Marriott’s two Niagara  
Falls hotels are the top choice of business planners,  
visit www.niagarafallsmarriott.com or  
www.marriottgatewayonthefalls.com. Then call a sales 
specialist at 905.374.3174 or toll free at 1.800.493.5187.

TRAVEL BRILLIANTLY 
WITH MARRIOTT: 
Niagara Falls’ Venues of Choice for Business
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vintage-hotels.com      1-888-669-5566      salesinquiry@vintage-hotels.com

In the last 5 years, we have hosted over 3,400 meetings and conferences. And with over 30,000 sq ft of unique meeting 
space between our 3 Niagara hotels, we offer flexibility, character and a multitude of options. 

Call or email our expert conference planners today.

W
ith amenities that have been 
recognized and awarded over 
and over again by leading travel 

publications and business planners, 
unmatched conference and corporate 
getaway planning, and some of the 
most beautiful scenery and attractions 
in Canada, Vintage Hotels’ three storied 
Niagara-On-The-Lake destinations are 
the venues of choice for an unforgettable 
event. 

Each of the hotels feature unparalleled 
business amenities, including expert 
staging, multimedia, and high-speed 
Internet and wireless capabilities. Expert 
planners will work closely with you to plan 
your event down to the smallest detail. 
Team-building programs will enhance 
your team’s productivity and confidence 
with activities that are imaginative, 
effective and highly engaging. And the 
location! A short drive from the GTA and 
Pearson International Airport, each of 
our venues offers spectacular attractions 
that range from world-class theatre, 
sightseeing and shopping to magnificent 
wine-tasting tours. 

QUEEN’S LANDING
The stunning pillars that adorn 
the graceful façade of Queen’s 
Landing welcome you to one 
of the country’s most beautiful 
hotels, set in a stunning 
waterfront locale where the 
Niagara River flows into Lake 
Ontario. The Grand Georgian 
Ballroom accommodates up 
to 300, along with more than a 
dozen smaller rooms suitable 
for breakouts and more 
intimate gatherings.  

Just a few of Queen’s Landing’s many 
awards include CAA/AAA’s Four Diamond 
rating for accommodations and dining in 
Tiara Restaurant; TripAdvisor Certificate 
of Excellence; and Conde Nast Traveler’s 
Gold List, including two recognitions 
as No. 1 Hotel in Ontario and No. 3 in 
Canada.

THE PRINCE OF WALES
The stately Prince of Wales is among 
Ontario’s most treasured landmark 
hotels, offering an oasis of Victorian 
elegance combined with 21st century 
comforts and amenities. The hotel offers 
over 4,400 sq. ft. of meeting space, with 
seven meeting rooms ideal for smaller 
business functions, executive retreats 
or board meetings, and some 110 
individually decorated guestrooms. The 
hotel’s concierge team are renowned 
for their peerless expertise in providing 
exceptional and personal service. The 
Prince of Wales has received many 
prestigious accolades over the years, 
including a CAA/AAA Four Diamond 
rating for accommodations and dining for 
13 years; Top Ten Resort in Canada from 

Travel + Leisure Magazine; Number 5 on 
Spas of America’s List of Top 50 Spas for 
the Secret Garden Spa; and many more.

PILLAR AND POST
Built in the late 1890s as a canning 
factory, Pillar and Post has been 
carefully and painstakingly transformed 
into an intimate, world-class hotel 
with thoroughly modern comforts. The 
stunning restoration extends from its 
expansive skylights to its handsome terra 
cotta floors, with architecturally stunning 
exposed brick walls and original post 
and beam construction, creating a truly 
inspiring setting for your next conference. 
Choose from 11 meeting rooms in a 
warm, country ambience, comprising 
over 11,500 sq.ft. of meeting space, then 
retire to one of our 122 cozy guestrooms.

After a day of meetings, be sure to 
set aside time to visit the hotel’s exotic 
hot springs and spa – voted No. One in 
Canada by Spas of America. That’s only 
one of the many awards the hotel has 
earned over the years: from CAA/AAA’s 
Four Diamond rating for accommodations 
and dining; TripAdvisor’s Certificate of 

Excellence for the Cannery 
Restaurant; No. 5 Hotel 
in Ontario by Conde Nast 
Traveler; Travel + Leisure 
Magazine’s No. 9 Top Resort  
in Canada, and many more. 

To find out more, or to  
book your next Niagara 
conference with us, contact 
the Vintage Hotels Sales Team 
at 1-888-669-5566 Toll Free,  
or 905-468-2123, or visit  
www.vintage-hotels.com.   •

VINTAGE HOTELS

UNFORGETTABLE
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vintage-hotels.com      1-888-669-5566      salesinquiry@vintage-hotels.com

In the last 5 years, we have hosted over 3,400 meetings and conferences. And with over 30,000 sq ft of unique meeting 
space between our 3 Niagara hotels, we offer flexibility, character and a multitude of options. 

Call or email our expert conference planners today.
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G R O U P S  &  M E E T I N G S

Great Wolf Lodge, a Northwoods-themed, all suite destination resort located in beautiful 
Niagara Falls, Ontario is the ideal setting for your next meeting or event. Whether you’re 
in need of an intimate catered function, or a one-of-a-kind event, our team of meetings 
professionals will guide you through the entire process.  From planning to closing remarks, 
you’ll take comfort in knowing that we’ve thought of everything. 

Make your next meeting Great.

Culinary Excellence
Our banquet menus feature a vast array of options, from a simple continental 
breakfast, to an upscale plated dinner. The Great Wolf Lodge chef and banquet 
staff take immense pride in providing you and your attendees with an ideal dining 
experience within your budget.

Audio Visual Solutions
Each meeting room includes innovative audio visual solutions to accommodate any type 
of multi-media presentation. On-site technical support is available upon request.

Resort Amenities
At night, guests staying at Great Wolf Lodge will retire to well-appointed Northwoods-
themed suites. Additional resort amenities are available during your visit and include 
dining and bar options, day spa, 24-hour fitness center, confectionery and a gift shop.

Start the conversation at 905.354.4888 ext. 5701 or sales@greatwolfniagara.com.

G R O U P S  &  M E E T I N G Sgreatwolf.com/meetings 
3950 Victoria Ave • Niagara Falls, ON L2E 7M8

At Great Wolf Lodge®, you’ll find competitive room rates, full-service catering options, 
and configurable meeting spaces with integrated A/V solutions.  
 
But our true difference is that with us, you’ll partner with a team that will collaborate with 
you on every detail.  A team fully vested in the complete success of your meeting or event.

Our only success is yours.

Start the conversation at 905.354.4888 ext. 5701  
or sales@greatwolfniagara.com.   

*Rate is based on a minimum of 30 people. Offer is based on availability and minimum counts apply for each meeting package.  
Offer is valid for meetings booked in 2013/2014. May not be valid during holiday or blackout periods. Offer may end at any time without 
notice. Terms and conditions apply.

Full Day Meeting Package
Per Person$72.00* Taxes and gratuities included

• Main Meeting Room from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
• Wireless High Speed Internet 
• Podium, Microphone and Screen 
• Full Breakfast Buffet

• AM and PM Full Break Stations
• Full Lunch Buffet
• Complimentary Team Building

Great Wolf p78.indd   78 13-10-11   12:26 PM
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FOR ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL YEAR

MARK YOUR CALENDAR  
AUGUST 19 + 20, 2014
METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

a place to recharge your batteries!

2013 SPONSORS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ATTENDING, EXHIBITING AND SPONSORING, 

VISIT MEETINGSCANADA.COM/INCENTIVEWORKS

“Excellent job; gets  
better every year.”

“Wonderful show, 
was very impressed.”

“GREAT JOB, YOU RAISED  
THE BAR AND DELIVERED.  

THANK YOUR STAFF  
FOR A JOB WELL DONE.”

Hosted Buyers Registration Opens 
FEBRUARY 10, 2014

General Registration Opens 
APRIL 1, 2014

EXHIBIT SPACE

ON SALE NOW
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As we wind through the lush green hills of the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
you can spot bursts of fiery orange in the trees. “Fire in the Moun-
tain” is what old timers call it—a flower that lights up the rich green 
forest, bright like a burning coal. 

It’s sights like these that leave a lasting impression. The U.S. Virgin 
Islands are known for their intense natural beauty and island ease. And 
since seven flags have flown over the Islands, the culture is layered and 
diverse—the most culturally diverse region in the Caribbean.

The islands of St. Thomas, St. John and St. Croix make up the U.S. 
Virgin Islands and while all three share the brilliant blue waters and 
lush green foliage that create a naturally breathtaking setting for an 
incentive or meeting, St. Thomas stands out as the most versatile for 
groups, with a wide range of hotels, unique venues, dining, nightlife 
and shopping. But not to worry, St. John and St. Croix are a short 
boat or plane ride away.

HOME BASE
Two resorts are a natural home base for groups on St. Thomas. 
Frenchman’s Reef & Morning Star Beach Resort has location on its 
side. The 478-room resort features sweeping views of the majestic 
Charlotte Amalie Harbour—best viewed with a cocktail in hand on 
the waterfall terrace. The property underwent a $48-million restora-
tion in 2011 and features 60,000 sq. ft. of functional space. 

The Ritz-Carlton, St. Thomas has fewer rooms but more sparkle. 
The 180-room property has just unveiled a gorgeous new room dé-
cor upgrade that’s modern and serene. In addition, the resort has 
a 2,500-sq.-ft. Great Bay ballroom and a 53-ft. luxury catamaran, 
Lady Lynsey, which can serve as a unique venue for custom events. 
Among its acclaimed amenities is Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambas-
sadors of the Environment program, which emphasizes education 
and respect for the ecosystem through hands-on eco-adventures 
and activities that make great team-building exercises for groups. 

But for an intimate gathering, the showstopper on St. Thomas is 
Villa Norbu. Overlooking Loveland Bay and surrounded by lush gar-
den, this private waterfront venue is a breathtaking setting for in-
timate events. Start with an intimate champagne reception on Eden 
Rock, a handcrafted stone balcony that juts out from the cliff, and 
whose secluded unspoiled setting only a few feet above the tur-
quoise sea is sure to impress. Next, move to the Sunrise Terrace, for 
dinner. The 1,500-sq.-ft. marble terrace includes an open-air pavil-
ion, an air-conditioned bathroom, a fully stocked premium outdoor 
bar and an exquisite pool. 

For groups up to 1,000, St. Peter’s Great House and Botanical 
Gardens is a fabulous indoor/outdoor space. The former plantation 
is the largest air-conditioned space outside of a hotel ballroom and 
offers a blank slate to event planners. 

A can’t miss dining experience is Old Stone Farmhouse. This 
250-year-old farmhouse seats up to 120 for an exceptional fine din-
ing experience. The chef welcomes you into his kitchen for a tour 
and a peek at what he’ll be serving and to commemorate their visit, 
guests are invited to sign the kitchen wall.

KEEPING BUSY
There is no shortage of things to do on St. Thomas. Getting your 
group out on the water should be a priority—whether by power-
boat, mini yacht or catamaran as the Caribbean boasts some of the 
bluest waters the world over. Golfers will enjoy the world-renowned 
Mahogany’s Run, which has been called “the 18 most challenging 
holes in the Caribbean.” The last three holes are so challenging that 
anyone who plays all three without a penalty stroke is awarded an “I 
Survived the Devil’s Triangle” certificate in the Pro Shop.

For an incomparable view of the Caribbean, take a ride on the 
Skyride 700 ft. above the city or climb the famous 99 Steps of Char-
lotte Amalie. 

fast facts
visitusvi.com

Cyril E. King Airport STT  
in St. Thomas and  
Henry E. Rohlsen Airport STX 
in St. Croix

Atlantic  
Standard Time

2.5-hour flight  
from Miami; 6 hours 
from Toronto

Two of the finest rums in 
the world are distilled on 
St. Croix – Cruzan Rum 
and Captain Morgan

$1,600 duty-free limit
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ST. THOMAS
An island treasure for small groups. BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA
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And for groups who like to shop, St. Thomas is known as the 
shopping Mecca of the Caribbean because gems, watches, and 
other luxury goods can be found at reduced prices in this duty-free 
destination. When the time comes to purchase delegate gifts, con-
sider handmade custom leather sandals, like those from Zora of St. 
Thomas, where each sandal is cut to the shape of your foot. A nice 
parting gift is the St. Croix hook bracelet. It’s simple and sophisti-
cated, but has an island story. 

ISLAND HOPPING
It’s worth taking a day trip to St. John, the most untouched of all of 
the U.S. Virgin islands. With two-thirds of its land area comprising a 
pristine national park, St. John is a true escape. You can easily take 
your group on an island tour or a dine-around (St. John is only a 
20-minute ferry ride from St. Thomas). Or you can fly-in your execu-
tives or VIPs a day early to rest at one of two luxury properties. 

Caneel Bay, A Rosewood Resort features seven secluded beach-
es that border an expansive 170 lush acres. A mere 166 rooms free 
from TVs and electronics are spattered across this expansive prop-
erty, making Caneel Bay the ultimate place to relax and recharge. 

The Westin St. John Resort & Villas, on the other hand, will 
make VIPs (and any guest for that matter) feel special with an ex-
ceptionally warm (and dockside) welcome by staff. The property is 
known for its over-the-top customer service, in true Westin-style. 
Add on a $12-million renovation in August that will see its interior 
and exterior fully redone, and this 146-room tropical hideaway is 
worth experiencing.

Whether you choose St. Thomas or St. John for the duration of 
your group stay, one thing’s for sure, you’ll leave the island with a 
renewed sense of ease and an itch to come back. 

— Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel magazine.

inspiration
Tina R. Ulm from TRU Incentives, Inc. is no stranger to the islands. 
She’s planned six incentive programs to St. Thomas so far and con-
tinues to do so because of the high approval rating it gets from par-
ticipants. “This destination is great for incentive groups of 50 to 100 
rooms max.” Her go-to properties are the Ritz Carlton and the Marri-

ott Frenchman’s Reef. Her program participants have raved about the 
Marriott’s location and the convenience of a ferry that runs every half 
hour from the hotel to Charlotte Amalie, the dining and shopping hub. 
“It’s a great island to just relax and do nothing, but if you want to get 
out, there is a lot to do and see.” Some notable activities include water 
sports, the Market Place, Iggies on the Beach, the Aquarium, the Baths 
in the British Virgin Islands and Magens Bay. 
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 Frenchman’s Reef & Morning Star  
 Beach Resort 

An aerial view of Villa Norbu 
 The Westin St. John  
 Resort & Villas 

 Mahogany Run Golf Course, St. Thomas 

The new look of the guestrooms  
 at The Ritz-Carlton, St. Thomas 
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HALIFAX
Compact, cosmopolitan and convivial BY LORI SMITH

 Durty Nelly’s 

 Fox Harb’r 12th Tee 

 Nova Scotia  
 Nouveau Cuisine 

 Cruise Ship, Halifax Harbour 

 Grand Pre Winery 

 Atlantic Film Festival  
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inspiration
The Destination Halifax FAM was bookended with optional visits to 
two resorts: Fox Harb’r Golf Resort & Spa on the Northumberland 
Strait and White Point Beach Resort, located on the province’s 
South Shore. Both places are excellent options for planners look-
ing for more secluded meeting venues. Marilyn Dalzell, CMP, of 
Dalzell Meetings & Events Inc., was part of the group that visited 
Fox Harb’r. Considering the property’s top-ranked golf course, lux-
ury accommodations and its private airstrip, she said it would be 
ideal for meetings such as mergers and acquisitions talks, which 
require privacy. 

My family left Halifax when I was four. My mother is a Bluenoser 
and my father was a member of the Royal Canadian Navy. To this 
day, my mother tells stories of dances at the Lord Nelson Hotel and 
walks through the Public Gardens. When he was alive, my father 
would talk about the destroyers docked in the harbour. Halifax and 
the sea should be in my blood but until this summer when I par-
ticipated in a planner FAM organized by Destination Halifax, I had 
not visited my mother’s native province in more than four decades. 

I arrived in Halifax on a very hot, sunny July day and over the 
course of 72 hours got acquainted with all the city has to offer. By 
the time I sat down for a lobster dinner at the Maritime Museum of 
the Atlantic on the group’s last evening in town, I knew two things 
for sure: One, while the city has changed a lot in four decades, it has 
retained the charm transmitted to me through my parents’ remin-
isces. Two, it is a near perfect place to hold a meeting or conven-
tion—and it’s only going to get better.

Halifax currently has more than 4,055 hotel rooms available at 
a range of properties, many within walking distance (weather al-
lowing) of the World Trade & Convention Centre, the city’s main 
convention space until its new convention centre opens in 2016. 
These hotels offer every possible configuration of meeting space 
from intimate boardrooms to grand ballrooms. In spring 2014, the 
number of hotel rooms available will rise to over 5,000 with the 
opening of three new properties. In 2016, that number will go up 
once again when the hotel being built adjacent to the new conven-
tion centre opens its doors.  

The new convention centre is part of the Nova Centre, a one-
million-sq.-ft. mixed use development currently under construction 
in the city’s entertainment district. When complete, the convention 
centre will have 120,000 sq. ft. of rentable space, including 50,000 
sq. ft. of exhibit space and a 30,000-sq.-ft. ballroom with a city 
view. It is scheduled to open in January 2016.

In the interim, the Halifax World Trade & Convention Centre con-
tinues to ably meet the needs of event planners. It has three floors 
of multi-purpose meeting space and banquet rooms and is fully inte-
grated with the 10,000-seat Halifax Metro Centre. A newly-renovated 
meeting and reception space is located on its 8th floor. 

The city also has a lot to offer planners looking for unique off-
site venues. The long list of places to choose from includes the 
Halifax Citadel (create “wow” with guards in kilts, gun and cannon 

firings, military enactments and more); the Canadian Museum of 
Immigration at Pier 21, complete with interactive exhibits and a 
deck overlooking the harbour; and the Cunard Centre, a waterfront 
cargo shed that has been renovated into a 45,000 sq. ft., column 
free, multipurpose event space. On the f&b front, no visitor to the 
city will go hungry or thirsty. Halifax is home to some 700 restau-
rants and bars, with every cuisine and type of drinking establish-
ment represented. 

Topping all that off is the fact that airlift is easy. Halifax Stanfield 
International Airport welcomes direct flights from a number of Can-
adian cities daily. It is also the closest Canadian airport to New York 
City and Boston. 

All these meeting parts are bound together with genuine Mari-
time hospitality, and it’s this welcoming attitude that elevates a 
business trip into an experience. But besides being convivial and 
compact, the city is also cool and cosmopolitan. A new generation 
of chefs has joined its restaurant scene resulting in eateries offering 
meals as delicious and innovative as anything available on menus in 
Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal or New York. 

Keeping pace with this burgeoning food scene is a growing 
wine industry. One of the biggest surprises of the trip was learn-
ing that there were vineyards in seven regions across Nova Scotia. 
And while the province’s wine industry is young in comparison to 
Niagara’s, several of its members have won kudos in the Canadian 
Wine Championships. This year medalists included L’Acadie Vine-
yards, Gaspereau Vineyards, Jost Vineyards, Avondale Sky Winery, 
Domaine de Grand Pré, and Sainte Famille Wines. 

On the last full day of the FAM, a group of planners and hosts 
travelled to the Annapolis Valley for a vineyard tour. While they 
sampled wines another group hiked the iconic shores of Peggy’s 
Cove and a third group went sea kayaking near the head of St. Mar-
garet’s Bay. This ability to offer diverse off-site activities within rela-
tively short distances of the city limits (the exception of the vine-
yard tour which was a day trip) is another of Halifax’s strengths as 
a meeting destination. 

The whole experience has me hoping that business (or vacation) 
will bring me back to Halifax sooner rather than later. Isn’t that how 
an event destination should be remembered? 

—Lori Smith is Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel

Toast: “Sociable”

fast facts
destinationhalifax.com

Population: 390,328 (2011)

January -1C  
July 23C 

Golf Courses: 30+ (GHR)

Distinction: Canadian city 
with most pubs per capita
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COOL YULE
New takes on traditional holiday fare. 
BY DON DOULOFF

 Sticky Toffee Pudding Spoon 

Soon, festive season menus will be on planners’ radar 
and thanks to creatively-minded chefs, who are put-
ting the boots to same-old same-old, groups can dine 
royally. Indeed, these culinary wizards are reimagining 
and reconfiguring traditional holiday fare in inventively 
mouthwatering ways.

Look no further than the International Centre, in Mis-
sissauga, Ont., where executive chef Tawfik Shehata 
promises some intriguing fare. For instance, his novel 
take on chicken and waffles substitutes turkey and, as 
the “waffle,” bread stuffing rolled out thin and pan-
fried. Bringing the dish together is a sort-of chutney—
riffing on Cumberland sauce—made of fresh and dried 
cranberries, port, shallots and orange zest and juice.

There will also be Scotch-style quail eggs, their saus-
age wrapping scented with cinnamon and nutmeg. And, 
at dessert, bread pudding studded with dried cranber-
ries and flavoured with coffee and cinnamon.

Over at the Four Seasons Hotel Toronto, execu-
tive chef Thomas Bellec’s holiday foods for private 
events include a stuffing of roasted chestnuts, brioche 
croutons, chicken livers and dried cranberries cleverly 
baked into “muffins.”

Also in Bellec’s seasonal repertoire: duck roasted 
with apple-cider sauce and braised red cabbage, 
sparked with wild-chuck-cherry chutney. Those crav-
ing seafood will be treated to hot-smoked salmon 
crusted with maple and Pommery mustard; on the 
side, Meyer lemon and fennel relish. “We’ll serve the 
salmon with the skin on, so customers can scoop out 
the meat,” says Bellec.
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The hotel’s festive-season brunch will feature French toast 
fashioned from panettone (Christmas sweet bread loaf) kicked up 
with whipped cream and fruit compote.

Presenting season’s eatings in dazzlingly original ways is Van-
couver’s Culinary Capers Catering and Special Events. Witness the 
signature oven-roasted turkey, turkey gravy, house-made spiced 
cranberry chutney, celery, apple and onion stuffing and chive 
crème fraîche mashed potatoes—served in a martini glass.

More imaginative still is Culinary Capers’ one-bite hors d’oeuvre: 
walnut-crusted turkey shooter stix with spiced-cranberry pipette. 
Diners eat the turkey ball and then squeeze the pipette, releasing 
the savoury, spiced cranberry jus into their mouth.

Another killer app is the miniature Yorkshire pudding filled with 
turkey and rich, sage-scented gravy, with a hint of tart cranberry, 
“conceived when we were looking for a new alternative for a hot 
poultry hors d’oeuvre for the winter entertaining season,” says 
company CEO Debra Lykkemark.

Satisfying the sweet tooth is Culinary Capers’ sticky toffee 
pudding spoon with toffee sauce and vanilla bean cream, and 

cheesecake lollipop encased in dark chocolate and crushed white-
chocolate peppermint brittle.

At Trump International Hotel & Tower Toronto, the sweet tooth 
gets satisfied six ways from Sunday, courtesy of decadent-sound-
ing offerings from executive pastry chef Leslie Steh. 

How about crème brûlée jazzed with eggnog? Or sips of chai 
tea alternated with spoonfuls of eggnog ice cream? On a more 
extravagant note, Steh has confected a Yule Rocher, big enough 
to serve 10 and perfect for groups. Steh’s creation echoes a 
Christmas yule log cake and recreates, on a much larger scale, the 
Rocher chocolate popularized by candy maker Ferrero: a whole 
roasted hazelnut encased in a thin wafer shell filled with hazelnut 
cream and covered in milk chocolate and chopped hazelnuts.

But for visual appeal, it’s hard to beat the Christmas tree fash-
ioned from stacked, star-shaped gingerbread, of graduated siz-
es, artfully draped in white-icing “snow,” from All the Best Fine 
Foods, in Toronto.

Drawing inspiration from a traditional British dessert is Kevin 
Prendergast, executive chef at Tundra restaurant, Hilton Toronto. 

When Chef Prendergast was creating the hotel’s festive menu, 
he wanted to serve a traditional Christmas cake, but updated. He 
decided to use the holiday baked good as a component in a hy-
brid of an Eton mess, a traditional British dessert featuring straw-
berries, meringue pieces and cream. Voila—the Tundra Christmas 
Mess, “marrying the Christmas cake with shards of French mer-
ingue, dried fruit poached in honey and maple syrup with rose-
buds and topping it all off with a light chocolate whipped cream,” 
describes Prendergast.

Taking a resolutely upscale approach to cool Yule fuel is the 
Fairmont Vier Jahreszeiten, in Hamburg, Germany. There, adven-
turous guests can choose from pheasant terrine and smoked duck 
with pomegranate, clementines and truffle toast; deer carpaccio 
and beetroot with horseradish panna cotta, walnuts and elder-
berry dressing; home-made pickled Fjord salmon and North Sea 
crab with avocado crème and tomato relish; fried monkfish on 
Brussels sprouts crème and game salami; braised beef knuckle 
ravioli with celery puree, horseradish and onion rings; and saddle 
of deer with pickled vinegar cherries, white almond crème and 
onion-truffle tart.

Of course, no holiday event would be complete without drinks. 
Consider providing non-alcoholic options, to cater to teetotalers 
and limit seasonal excess.

Inspired choices include the Hilton Toronto’s Pomegranate Ju-
lep mocktail (crushed mint leaves topped with ice, pomegranate 
juice, fresh grapefruit and a squeeze of lime, drizzled with honey); 
crockpot of hot apple cider (courtesy of Shannon Marshall, mixol-
ogist at Four Seasons Toronto’s dbar); and, from chef Bellec, a trio 
of hot chocolates (white, milk and bittersweet) served buffet-style 
with add-yourself garnishes (marshmallows, whipped cream, cin-
namon, nutmeg and chocolate shavings). 

—Don Douloff is a food and travel writer based in Toronto.

 Walnut-crusted Turkey  
 Shooter Stix with  
 Spiced-cranberry Pipette 

 Star-shaped Gingerbread 
 Christmas Tree 
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TESTED “Tried the Brut at IncentiveWorks. 
Great “bubbly” taste. As a frequent 
designated driver, I’m delighted to 
find an alternative to sipping soda 
water all evening. Lo-cal too!”
—Lori Smith, Editor, M+IT.

1. MADD Virgin Drinks offers alcohol-free 
red wine, white wine, brut, beer, marga-
rita and mojito drinks. Ten per cent of net 
sales go to Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
(MADD). Brut: $11.99 per bottle.  
maddvirgindrinks.com
 
2. Mary Macleod’s Shortbread is made with 
high-quality ingredients. The traditional 
tin shown is available in three sizes: small 
(20 cookies), medium (35) and large (50). 
MSRP: $33.75 (sm). marymacleod.ca

3. USB necklace/bracelet from Scandi-
navian jewellery company Nordvik Design 
features a classic woven leather cord and 
4 GB USB stick. Can be customized with 
laser engraved design. $15.50 USD per unit 
(50 pc order). bynordvik.com

4. Ergonomic, ambidextrous jewellery 
fastener allows users to attach bracelets 
and watches with ease. MSRP: $24.95. 
fairyfastener.com

5. Raw candle collection features two 
sizes (5.5-ounce and 16-ounce) available 
in six scents. The natural vegetable wax 
candles are packaged in recycled paper. 
MSRP: $14 and $30 USD. tripleluxe.com

6. Knitted beanie has high-quality 
speakers sewn into each ear flap and a 
standard headphone jack. Also available in 
micro-fleece and without flaps and tassels. 
Customize with logo and/or colour.  
Price per unit: $10.95 (500 pcs.)   
marketingwarehouse.com

7. Preserve left-over wine by pouring it into 
the Savino carafe, inserting the float to 
create a barrier from oxygen, and putting 
lid on. Designed to keep wine’s full flavour 
and original character. $44.95  
winecellarexpress.com

8. Presto! Magetique is a unique desk 
sculpture made of Canadian-crafted mag-
netic wood. Imprint area 2” x 2”. Per unit 
prices start at $77.25. universallinksinc.com

cool gifts
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1. Cool-Jams are made of a silky, lightweight microfibre that absorbs and evaporates moisture and cools the body. Antibacterial,  
antimicrobial and easy to pack. Capri set shown is $69 USD. cool-jams.com 2. Virtual Keyboard is a Bluetooth device that projects  
a laser-generated keyboard on any flat, opaque surface. iPad, iPhone and Android phone compatible. $199.95 USD hammacher.com  
3. Compact ABS plastic mobile device adaptor includes standard USB plug connected micro 5 pin USB plug and a 30 pink USB  
plug. Not for iPhone® 5. $56 set-up charge for one colour, one location imprint. Per unit prices start at $11.60. universallinksinc.com  
4. Mobile phone holder has three port a USB hub and is compatible with any PC or MAC USB port. Imprint area is 1” high x 1.5” wide. Per 
unit price starts at $6.34 for 100 pcs. universallinksinc.com  5. “Let’s Eat Out! Allergy Free Passport” provides readers with up-to-date 
information on how those with food allergies and sensitivies can dine out anywhere in the world. MSRP: $26.95USD. allergyfreepassport.
com 6. Made from sturdy neoprene, Nufoot is waterproof, super-stretchy, comfortable footwear. Available in multiple sizes and colors,  
features include anti-skid soles and ergonomic designs. $9.99 USD per pair. nufoot.com

AS I SEE ITtravel gear
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Christopher Heuisler is Westin Hotels & Resorts’ first RunWESTIN 
Concierge, an on-site running expert and coach for Westin VIPs 
participating in select Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon series events.  
westin.comSend a “zero-waste gift campaign” via Kiind™. The Victoria-

based company only charges clients once gifts are claimed. It also 
reduces procurement and delivery times. Website and app. Prices 
vary. kiind.me

The Water Coolers perform songs and comedy sketches about 
the absurdity of the work world. Based in NYC, it is comprised 
of Broadway singers and comedians. Performance prices vary. 
seethewatercoolers.com

Available in 35 North 
American cities, 
Urban Quest offers 
participants an Amaz-
ing Race-style experi-
ence. Corporate and 
team-building  
quests available.  
urbanquest.com

JW Marriott Marquis Miami has started to offer groups of 10 or less a 
wellness meetings program that incorporates exercise balls for seat-
ing and yoga and massage breaks. marriott.com

Smartlayover is designed to 
help travellers make the most of 
layovers. Just input airport along 
with time and duration of stop and 
Smartlayover will suggest places 
to go and things to do. Free mobile 
app. smartlayover.com

hot ideas
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MPI Toronto Volunteer 
Appreciation Night

MPI WEC 2013

NYC & Co. Event

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Marcelo DeOliveira, The International Centre; Yvonne Dewar, CMP, Elastic Communications & Events Inc.; Trevor Lui, The 
International Centre. 2. Robin Paisley, M+IT; Kris Knox, Metro Toronto Convention Centre; Sharon Fryer, Canadian Wind Energy Association. 
3. Les Selby, Event Spectrum Inc.; Leslie Wright, Fletcher Wright Associates Inc.; Yvonne Dewar, CMP, Elastic Communications & Events. 4. 
Darryl Nielsen, Hyatt Regency Toronto on King; Matina Kalkounis, Blackbox Communications Inc.; Richard Hatch, Akran Marketing. 5. Geoff 
Mak, Direct Energy Centre/Allstream Centre; Tamer Mecky, Allstream Centre; Oscar Nobre, CMP, N associates; Tammy Bradley, CMP, Center 
Stage AV. 6. Alanna McQuaid, M+IT; Javier Fernandez, NYC & Co.
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MPI Toronto  
Signature Series

AIBTM

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Stephanie Hiltz, M+IT; Stephanie Rapko, Meetings & Events Professional; Tammy Bradley, CMP, BAA, Center Stage AV; 
Sharda Sukdeo, BA, CMP, Maritz Canada Inc. 2. Nikki Sayers, Nikki Sayers Events; Geoff Mak, CEM, CMP, Direct Energy Centre; Lee-Anne 
Leckie, CMP, The International Centre. 3. Gabriela Ruiz, Terramar Los Cabos DMC; Teo Catalán, Bern Hotels; Julia Trejo, Terramar Los Cabos 
DMC. 4. Donna Brogan, Dublin Convention Bureau; Lynda Reilly, The Convention Centre Dublin. 5. Nathaly Ducoulombier, Ipanema Pro-
ducations and Events; Renata Araujo, You Must Go; Marcelo Castello Branco, Brazil. 6. Luis Marti, Feria Valencia Convention & Exhibition 
Centre; Carina Montagut, Feria Valencia Convention & Exhibition Centre.
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MediaBar

Tourism Toronto See 
Toronto Now Event

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Rodrigo Esponda, Mexico Tourism Board; Nancy Abbot, VOX International Inc.; Alanna McQuaid, M+IT; David Ocete, Oc-
cidental Grand XCaret, Quintana Roo, Mexico. 2. Cori-Ann Canuel, M+IT, Randy Bachman, Canadian Musician; Maria Cefali, Tourism Winni-
peg. 3. Stephanie Williams, MsWilliamsPR; Jennifer Mason, Fuse Marketing Group Inc. 4. Karen Schwartz, The Kulture Klub; Wendy Chung, 
Culture.licious. 5. Sharon M, dreamtravelmagazine.com; Helen Suk, notwithoutmypassport.com; and Maggie Doucette, Ripley’s Aquarium 
of Canada. 6. Stacey Masson, Groupe Germain; Julia Pelish, vacay.ca; Terry O’Neill, vacay.ca.

CSAE National  
Conference & Showcase

Occidental Hotels + Resorts  
and Tourism Mexico Event
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Notes Redux

 In a business world that is increasingly high tech and impersonal,   

 it’s a delight to report that handwritten note cards are making a comeback. 

  Sure it’s easier and quicker to send e-mails and text messages  

 but it’s not as effective. If you really want to be remembered  

 when you say thank you, congratulations or,  

 with the holidays just around the calendar corner,   

 Season’s Greetings, put pen to paper and send a card.   

 It’s good manners and good business,  
 both of which should always be in style. 
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NOT IF YOU’RE MEETING AT THE RIGHT PLACE!
ONE WITH LIGHT-FILLED ROOMS, GARDEN VIEWS, ACCLAIMED SERVICE AND FLUFFY DUVETS. 
THE WHITE OAKS GUEST ROOM IS EQUAL PARTS GORGEOUS AND COMFY. THE PERFECT PLACE 
TO PUT UP SOME SERIOUS ZZZZZ’S AFTER A FULL DAY OF INSPIRATION.

WWW.WHITEOAKSRESORT.COM   1.800.263.5766
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